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Abstract

The fifth generation (5G) of wireless cellular networks will see a paradigm shift

towards extreme base station densification with massive amounts of data transmis-

sions, massive number of mobile users, and massive number of antenna systems.

To support this, network resources such as power and bandwidth will need to

be efficiently allocated to multiple nodes with consideration for energy-efficiency,

fairness, security, and scalability.

The advancements in wireless power transfer have enabled high power conver-

sion efficiency over practical transmission ranges. This can result in overcoming

the energy constraints of wireless nodes such as mobile users, sensors, and IoT,

and cutting the wires to recharging stations. As such, this results in a new di-

mension to resource allocation for traditional information-based communication

systems due to extra consideration of energy harvested.

The focus of this thesis is to design new resource allocation frameworks based

on optimization-techniques and game-theory for future wireless energy-harvesting

and communications systems. We consider the two main wireless power transfer

(WPT) and communications technologies namely 1) Simultaneous wireless infor-

mation and power transfer (SWIPT) which transfer power and information from

the same access point, and 2) wireless-powered communications (WPC) with sepa-

rate energy access points (EAPs) for power signals and data access points (DAPs)

for information signals.

For multi-user SWIPT systems with fairness constraints, we developed a max-

min energy harvesting solution while satisfying the sum power budget and mini-

mum user rate. By using the max-min energy harvesting solution we solved the
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dual problem which is the max-min rate satisfying minimum user energy-harvesting

levels and sum power constraints. All these problems are NP-hard in nature, thus,

we decompose the problem into distinct stages and developed efficient algorithms

to tackle them. Furthermore, we provided insights on the total transmit power,

channel bandwidth and minimum required rate considerations for the practical

implementation and feasibility of energy harvesting in SWIPT systems.

Security is a key concern in SWIPT systems due to the broadcast transmis-

sion of energy and information signals. Towards this end, we have developed a

new optimization algorithm for secure SWIPT in OFDMA networks with multiple

legitimate users communicating in the presence of an eavesdropper. The objective

of our optimization framework is to maximize the total harvested-power satisfying

a minimum secrecy capacity constraint for each legitimate user. We also opti-

mized the power splitting ratio between the information and power transmission

for legitimate users.

To obtain deeper insights, we investigated novel game-theoretic formulations

to facilitate individual user utility maximization when the users are rational play-

ers. We designed a Stackelberg game with users as multiple leaders deciding power

splitting ratios as their strategy, and the base station as the follower deciding trans-

mit power.

For WPC, we proposed a new model where the EAP also acts as a relay for in-

formation signals between the users and the DAP. Specifically, we design an energy

trading game between multiple relay-energy access points (REAP) and DAPs for

buying energy for users. The same REAPs can be used for relaying information to

the DAP based on the channel states. We exploited the cooperative communica-

tion advantages for information transfer in energy harvesting. Numerical examples

for showing the effectiveness of all the proposed algorithms are given.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation of the Thesis

Fifth generation (5G) wireless communication systems are envisioned to support
higher data rates, broader coverage, exponential increases in number and types
of base stations, and improved quality of service [1]. In our current era of Big
data and the Internet of things (IoT), the existing fourth generation (4G) wireless
system is struggling to keep up with the ever-growing energy demand of wire-
less communications devices. Against this background, energy harvesting (EH)
networks where devices are capable of wireless information and power transfer has
been considered for future 5G wireless nodes with other enabling technologies such
as massive MIMO, small cells and millimetre wave communication.

In our emerging era of IoT, it is expected that mobile devices, vehicles, envi-
ronmental sensors, animals in farms, industrial devices, health care implants and
a wide range of other nodes will be connected to the internet [2–5]. One of the
major applications of IoT is wireless sensing where wireless nodes continuously
monitor the underlying environment and transfer the corresponding information
over the internet [6]. The practical shortcomings of traditional battery-powered
devices such as limited lifetime, cost for replacement, associated maintenance costs
are major hindrances to pervasiveness of the IoT [7,8]. For the cases of biologically
implanted devices and nodes in remote or toxic areas, it is undesirable or incon-
venient for batteries to be recharged or replaced [5]. Against this background, EH
is a promising technology, especially for IoT. Energy can be harvested from the
ambient environment in the forms of thermal, vibrational, solar, and RF energy
waves [9]. Unlike the aforementioned environmental sources, RF energy harvesting
has the key advantages of less uncertainty in availability, low cost of implemen-
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tation and readiness of availability over the wide electromagnetic spectra [5, 10].
Therefore, our focus is on RF energy harvesting and communications.

The key statement regarding the practicality of wireless energy transfer is
as follows: The current state-of-the-art receiver’s energy sensitivity is −30 dBm,
while its information sensitivity is typically lower than −60 dBm. This effectively
puts a limit on the range of transmission distance for the purposes of energy trans-
fer. However, the coexistence of small cells in future heterogeneous communication
systems supports the feasibility of RF energy harvesting due to a short communi-
cations range.For simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT),
a stronger energy signal is needed at the receiver than what is required for data
transmission.

Although the gap between a receivers’ information sensitivity and energy sen-
sitivity is many fold, a receiver may require a higher information sensitivity with
higher-order modulation schemes. This motivates the adoption of SWIPT for high
data rate and delay-constrained scenarios. Security and fairness are essential fea-
tures to be considered in the design of SWIPT that make a system’s data protected
and energy sustainable. Furthermore, it is promising to design user-central and
distributed solutions for IoT and sensor networks. Towards this end, distributed
and game-theoretic frameworks will serve the purpose for new energy harvesting
opportunities in IoT communications systems.

Another method to implement wireless energy transfer in communication sys-
tem is to separate energy source from information source. An architecture of
disjoint energy access points and information access points which overcomes the
shortcoming of SWIPT, can be used to wirelessly power the devices and collect
the information respectively. Towards this end, an energy trading problem to de-
termine the energy-signal’s power and price for it would be interesting as it solves
market price problem directly.

In recent times, energy efficiency is a growing concern for wireless network
operators. The energy efficiency of networks will be determined by resource al-
location policies, network planning and management, and energy-harvesting [11].
Therefore, energy harvesting opportunities should be carefully considered in re-
source allocation for future 5G cellular and IoT devices. In this thesis, we aim to
investigate the optimal and game-theoretic resource allocation for wireless energy-
harvesting and communication systems.
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1.2 Literature Review

This section is aimed to give a broad background on wireless power transfer (WPT)
for communication systems and associated resource allocation schemes. RF energy
harvesting, the focus of our research is introduced in section 1.2.1, and main tech-
niques for enabling WPT for communication systems are discussed in sections 1.2.2
and 1.2.3. Resource allocation frameworks for centralized optimization, distributed
and game-theoretic solutions in wireless energy harvesting and communications
systems are detailed in section 1.2.4. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in
section 1.2.5. Detailed literature related to each contributory chapters is included
in the respective chapters’ introduction section.

1.2.1 Wireless Power Transfer (WPT)

WPT circuits are capable of harvesting energy from electromagnetic waves with
the frequency range from 3 KHz to 300 GHz. RF energy harvesting is one of the
techniques for wireless power transfer (WPT). A genuine doubt comes to our mind
is how does RF signal to power conversion take place or what practical circuit does
this job? A noisy coupled induction circuit was discussed in [12], which is used for
power transfer for a frequency selective channel with additive white Gaussian noise.
Inductive coupling and the magnetic resonance coupling are the other techniques
employed to harvest energy. In inductive coupling [13] based technologies, electric
energy is transferred between two coils which are magnetically coupled. In mag-
netic resonance based techniques [14], the evanescent-wave coupling is employed
to transfer energy between two resonating coils. For both cases, the two coils are
tuned to the same resonant frequency and equipped for near-field RF transmission.
The distance between the two coils (or coupling coefficient) determines the power
conversion efficiency of the coupling based energy harvester [15]. Besides, in the
coupling based techniques, transmitted power is attenuated proportional to the
cube of the reciprocal of the distance, due to the near field propagation [16, 17].
In contrast, the RF energy harvesting does not have such distance limitation, and
power attenuation is proportional to the square of the inverse distance [15]. Thus,
for densely deployed mobile devices in a wide area, RF energy harvesting is a
promising technological advancement.

RF Energy Harvesting

Energy harvesting has been identified as one of the technological suggestion for
combating energy efficiency challenges in 5G cellular systems. In conventional
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wireless mobile and sensor networks, wireless nodes are powered by recharging or
replacing the battery in them. It might be inconvenient for replacing or frequently
recharging for some of the applications, such as for densely distributed sensor
networks, biologically implanted IoT and sensor nodes in toxic environments [18].
RF Energy harvesting is a promising technique by which wireless nodes in the
network are powered by ambient RF energy sources in the environment [15,19–21].
At present, the state-of-art RF energy harvester circuit has demonstrated the
receiver’s sensitivity down to −30 dBm. It is recorded a conversion efficiency
of 75% for an energy harvester sensitivity of −10 dBm [22–24]. At the lower
receiver sensitivity of −30 dBm, the conversion efficiency is further down to around
55% [25].

Figure 1.1: Wireless energy harvesting. This image is from the paper: S. Bi,
C. K. Ho , and R. Zhang, ”Wireless powered communication: opportunities and
challenges,” in IEEE Communications Magazine, vol. 53, no. 4, April 2015.

The energy harvesting has garnered much attention recently due to the need
for energy-efficient ultra-dense wireless cellular networks, smart grid, and IoT/sen-
sor networks [26]. The various applications of wireless energy harvesting are de-
picted in Fig. 1.1. In this thesis, we consider the RF energy-bearing signals are
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transmitted from either the same information BS or separate EAPs.

1.2.2 Joint Information and Power Transfer: SWIPT Ar-
chitecture

An attractive energy harvesting strategy for delay constrained services is simulta-
neous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) which can provide a more
reliable source of energy based on radio-frequency (RF) signals compared to other
sources such as solar, wind, and tides [27]. A key advantage of SWIPT is that the
RF broadcast signal can be used to carry information to specific users while other
users can harvest energy from the same signal.

In the power splitting energy harvester, the receiver simultaneously harvests
and decodes by splitting the incoming signal into two parallel arms with a variable
or fixed power splitting ratio. It should be noted that from an outage probability
perspective, power splitting SWIPT is closer to the theoretical optimum for critical
energy and delay-constrained applications [27]. In this thesis, we focus on power-
spiting based SWIPT systems.

Physical layer security in SWIPT

The physical layer security provides more secure data by exploiting the physi-
cal layer properties of the underlying communication system. It is evident that
physical layer security [28, 29] offers an additional level of security to higher-layer
cryptographic encryption. Physical layer security of energy harvesting systems has
attracted immense attention in recent wireless communication research. In con-
trast to a typical information signal receiver sensitivity of -60 dBm, the minimum
signal strength required for an energy harvesting receiver is significantly higher at
approximately -10 dBm [15] for more than 70% power conversion efficiency. As
such, there arises a critical security issue in SWIPT, if the legitimate receiver is
located close to a possible eavesdropper. The information-theoretic physical layer
secrecy capacity of a wiretap channel is defined as the difference in capacity of
the legitimate receiver and that of the eavesdropper [30]. The existence of practi-
cal channel coding that prevents the eavesdropper from accessing the transmitted
information is proved by Csiszár and Körner [31].
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1.2.3 Disjoint Information and Power Transfer: EAPs- and
DAPs-based Architecture

The SWIPT receiver architecture allows users for simultaneous wireless informa-
tion and power transfer, and that could be optimal for delay constrained appli-
cations. However, SWIPT systems are only suitable for short-range applications,
due to the practical limitations on the energy signal sensitivity for larger distance
links. To overcome this shortcoming for energy harvesting, a novel wireless en-
ergy harvesting system architecture is proposed in [32]. In [32], power-beacons
(PB) [32–34] or energy access points (EAP) [26] are deployed for wireless energy
transfer to users. The users transmit their information to the data access point
(DAP) by any medium access techniques. For wireless-powered communication
networks (WPCN) [35], a ’harvest-then-transmit’ protocol was proposed in [36].
In this protocol, multiple users first harvest energy from the power-beacon signals
from the EAPs in the downlink link and then transmit information to the DAP in
the uplink by making use of the harvested energy.

A randomly deployed PBs coexists with cellular network was considered in
[32], and they investigated data link’s outage probability using stochastic geometry.
In [35], a mobile charging station moving in a WPCN is adopted for the RF energy
transmitter to wirelessly charge the multiple sensor nodes.

1.2.4 Optimization, Distributed Optimization and Game-
theory Solutions

Resource allocation is an optimization problem, which aims at maximizing or
minimizing some objective of interest, subject to constraints of resource limitations
and requirements of the interested parties. We observe that resource allocation
problems were initially solved using centralized optimization algorithms where the
centralized controller does the job and communicate the outcome to users, and
then evolved to distributed solutions and finally game-theoretic solutions.

The fundamentals of centralized optimization and algorithm developments
were established in [37], [38]. Distributed optimization is the first step towards
the game-theoretic approach. Unlike central optimization, different sub-tasks are
performed locally by each agent and communicated to the coordinator if necessary
in distributed optimization. The problem-solving algorithms can be of centralized
or distributed nature. In the centralized schemes, the BS implements the power
and rate allocation for the multiple-access users. On the other hand, when the users
are selfish, there may be an incentive for some, or all, of them to deviate from the
centralized policies if the policies are not compatible with their individual interests.
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This motivates the design and analysis of distributed strategies that approach the
optimal performance and are compatible with the selfish nature of the users [39].

Recently, there is an increased interest in resource allocation using game-
theoretic and distributed approaches [40]. A dynamic resource allocation scheme
for the uplink of single-cell multiuser orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) cellular networks is considered in [41, 42]. They have formulated the
problem as Nash bargaining game (NBG). Their simulation results show that the
proposed algorithm keeps a balance between the max-min approach and the max-
sum where max-min aims at maximizing the worst user rate and max-sum maxi-
mizes the sum of the rates by blocking the users in the poor channel conditions.
Specifically, an energy efficient resource allocation for heterogeneous networks us-
ing Nash equilibrium (NE) solution has been proposed in [43]. They characterized
the game by incorporating pricing factor into the penalty part of utility function.
The proposed algorithm is shown to attained NE. An evolutionary game approach
is proposed in [44] for maximizing system throughput and minimizing system in-
terference in large scale femto cells. Different resource allocation approaches for
various optimization objectives in the energy-harvesting and communication sys-
tems are following.

Optimization for Physical Layer Security in SWIPT

Beamforming techniques and OFDM based resource allocation techniques are
widely adopted for physical layer security optimization. The beamforming tech-
niques are designed for MIMO systems [45]. In [45], a dynamic zero-sum game
between a sender and an eavesdropper is considered for a MIMO wiretap chan-
nel which consists of a multiple antenna eavesdropper (and malicious jammer).
The physical layer secrecy rate and negative of that were the considered payoff
functions for the sender and eavesdropper respectively. The authors examined a
sub-game perfect equilibrium with an assumption of perfect channel information.
In [45], both passive and active eavesdropping modes of listening to information
transmission and jamming the transmission respectively are analyzed. However,
the proposed game was restricted to the case of classic Alice-Bob’s channel and
one eavesdropper. Security issues for a more general case of multiuser MIMO
and a practical non-perfect channel scenario were not addressed. In OFDM based
methods, subchannel resource is allocated among different users in such a way
that physical layer security is achieved. The physical-layer security of two users
in an OFDM-based broadcast channel was first proposed in [46]. Artificial Noise
(AN) aided physical layer security as an improved technique is found importance
in recent literature for orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)
networks. To achieve secrecy transmission to more than two users, AN was de-
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signed to fall into the null space of the legitimate users, whilst interfering with the
eavesdropper [47]. Assuming equal subchannel power, an optimization framework
for maximizing the total harvested energy, subject to a minimum individual se-
crecy rate of users was introduced in [48]. The authors proposed two sub-optimal
algorithms. The first is an iterative algorithm that alternatively solves for the
subchannel allocation and receiver power splitting ratio which approaches a theo-
retical upper bound. The second is a two-step algorithm for complexity reduction
where the optimal sub-channel allocation is obtained first and followed by the op-
timal power splitting ratio. However, they had not addressed power allocation in
the resource allocation which plays a vital role in Rayleigh fading channel.

Optimization for Energy Harvesting Fairness

In IoT/sensor networks where each device requires a minimum amount of energy
to transmit, it is important to ensure fairness by maximizing the minimum har-
vested energy of each user. User fairness in energy harvesting leads to more energy
sustainable solutions compared to conventional maximization objectives of maxi-
mizing the total harvested energy of all users.

In [49], a fair energy harvesting beamforming optimization was considered for
secure wireless communications. The authors exploited semidefinite programming
(SDP) to optimize the max-min fairness with power and signal-to-interference-
plus-noise (SINR) ratio constraints for multiple-antenna energy harvesters. They
made use of AN for efficient energy transfer. In [50], energy-harvesting beam-
forming solutions were derived for a MIMO system with a total transmit power
constraints. The SDP relaxed solution proposed in [50] could be used in the prac-
tical systems comprised of slowly varying environments. The energy efficiency of
SWIPT systems was considered in [51], where fractional programming and dual
decomposition methods were used to solve the non-convex resource allocation op-
timization. The authors modified energy consumption expression by adding a
negative of energy harvested to traditional energy consumption.

Game-theoretic Energy Harvesting Optimization

For pre-allocated subchannels, a game theoretic solution was proposed in [52] to
optimize the transmit power allocation for small cell users coexisting with macro
cell users in SWIPT OFDMA systems. In [52], the SWIPT OFDMA optimization
was solved for the simpler case of pre-allocated subchannels. For future energy
harvesting IoT, separate data access points (DAP) and EAPs architecture is widely
adopted, and game-theoretic frameworks for trading energy for harvesting have
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been proposed in [26, 53, 54]. A Stackelberg game [40] between DAP as leader
and EAPs as multiple followers was proposed in [53] for the DAP to buy energy
from different EAPs for energy harvesting. Optimal solutions were provided for
energy transmission time, payments to EAPs and amount of power transmitted
for harvesting for a half-duplex communication system. A Stackelberg game for
multiple sensor nodes served by DAPs and multiple-antenna EAPs was proposed
in [54] to find optimal power and payment strategies. In [26, 54], the authors
assumed that all players will accurately reveal their strategy to each other. The
authors in [26] developed an incentive mechanism for underlying energy trading
for the similar IoT energy harvesting systems, which force the players to truthfully
reveal their types. Moreover, their solution attained social optimum. However, the
mechanism design in [26] was proposed for a simpler case of a single active node
in the IoT network.

1.2.5 Summary

In order to make SWIPT efficient, wireless power and channel resources should
be optimally allocated with the considerations of fairness, security, and scalability.
The combinatorial nature of OFDMA channel allocation makes the subchannel
allocation problem to users complicated. Furthermore, finding subchannel trans-
mit power jointly with channel allocation is challenging. The existing works in
this area have proposed solutions based on simplifying assumptions of either equal
power allocation or pre-allocated subchannels. Therefore, efficient algorithms for
joint optimization of power and subchannel allocation still remain an open problem
to be solved for better system resource utilization.

Another factor that has not been fully considered is the impact of wireless
is fading and path loss which severely limits the transmission range for SWIPT
applications. Therefore, SWIPT system would be more suited to densely deploy
wireless sensor network in IoT and heterogeneous networks, where energy harvest-
ing is made possible due to the short range. Sustainability in energy harvesting
system where multiple users are wirelessly connected, makes more sense than other
objectives, due to the fact that minimum levels of battery energy in the battery is
critical for information transmission. It is promising to consider dedicated EAPs
that separately layout than the traditional DAP, which can overcome the short
range issue that exists in SWIPT. Existing literature looked at the case of a sin-
gle active IoT node, whereas energy trading mechanisms should be developed for
the scenario where multiple active IoT devices interact with multiple DAPs and
harvest energy from multiple EAPs. The energy harvesting solution for multiple
sensors obtained by performing optimizations multiple times on each active sensor
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might not be globally optimal, because transmitted energy to the active IoT node
is accessible to all other IoT nodes as well. Furthermore, it is promising to look at
the design of the innovative protocols for energy harvesting IoT with the features
of cooperative communication to attain better performance.

1.3 Thesis Organization

The focus of this thesis is optimal and game-theoretic resource allocation frame-
works for multi-user wireless energy-harvesting and communications systems. We
derive solutions and develop algorithms for different problems on physical layer
secrecy in SWIPT, energy and rate fairness in SWIPT, a Stackelberg game based
power allocation and power splitting ratio calculation in SWIPT, and wireless-
energy trading and relaying information for IoT. Analysis and proofs are provided
wherever necessary to be in the respective chapters. We present the organization
of the thesis chapters below.

• Chapters 3 and 4 discuss optimization problems for SWIPT. Whereas chap-
ters 5 and 6 are the game-theoretic frameworks for SWIPT and energy trad-
ing in IoT system, respectively. That is to say, we employ power-splitting
based SWIPT technique for the chapters 3 - 5, and separate energy and
information AP based technique for chapter 6.

• The amount of energy harvested is critical especially when device nodes/users
are solely depend on wireless power for its battery needs. In such cases, we
need to provide a fairness among the users to ensure they are harvesting for
their battery requirements. In chapter 3, we develop an optimization problem
for maximizing the minimum energy harvested by users such that the sum
power transmitted constraint and minimum rate constraints are satisfied.
Additionally we solved the dual of the above mentioned fairness problem
which is to maximize the minimum (max-min) user rate while satisfying the
sum power transmitted and minimum energy harvested constraints. Anal-
ysis for the convergence and optimality of the proposed ’scaling’ approach
is highlighted. Furthermore, we discuss some practical considerations for
realizing SWIPT systems.

• We also looked at the physical layer security aspects of the SWIPT. In chap-
ter 4, we develop an optimization framework and algorithms for resource
allocation in multiuser WIPT with an emphasis on physical layer security.
The proposed framework optimizes the transmit power of base station (BS),
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Figure 1.2: Overview of the Thesis.

subchannel allocation and user’s power splitting ratio centrally with the ob-
jective of maximizing sum energy harvested. This problem was formulated
by considering a sum power budget and individual secrecy rate constraints
of the users. Furthermore, comparison plots for sum energy harvesting be-
tween the proposed scheme and an existing scheme which assumes equal
power allocation are provided.

• From maximization problems to max-min problems, we could see the fair-
ness and max-sum objective trade-off. Therefore, can we have some solution
which is between the fairness trade-off and sum maximization objective?.
However our proposed grouping and scaling approach in chapter 3 achieved
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an equilibrium solution where the users are locked in their equilibrium strate-
gies or in otherwise there is no benefit in deviating from it. In game-theory
we can see the problems which has achieved NE if it exists, and they can be
formulated to maximize (or minimize) the individual players utility (or cost).
Users can be the part of decision making using game-theoretic approach. In
chapter 5, we formulate a Stackelberg game framework for power splitting
based SWIPT where users act as multiple leaders and BS acts as follower.
In the formulated game, users decide power splitting ratio based on their
energy needs and BS decides transmit power, with their respective utilities
of individual energy harvested and sum rate offered. We compare the results
obtained for the game-theoretic solution with the equilibrium solution for
max-min fairness.

• The application for SWIPT is limited to short range. And recollecting the
fact that, energy and information are transmitted simultaneously from the
same AP for SWIPT, this make SWIPT is feasible for short distance or low
power sensor nodes. However, the performance of SWIPT can be further im-
proved if we go for higher order modulation schemes as we require high SNR
for higher modulation, therefore more energy to harvest as well. A more
practical solution to RF energy harvesting would be an architecture that
support separate energy and information APs. Thus, for such scenarios, an
energy trading model for DAP between several EAPs is developed in chap-
ter 6. Furthermore we propose a relay-energy access points (REAP) based
architecture modification that facilitates the information relaying through
the REAPs after they harvest energy from REAP. Moreover, we show our
proposed solution attains social optimum.
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Chapter 2

Background and Fundamentals

In this chapter, we present some of the backgrounds and fundamental concepts
that are used throughout this thesis.

2.1 Power Splitting Energy Harvester: SWIPT

Wireless information and power transfer can be employed in different switching do-
mains such as time splitting, power spitting, antenna switching, and space switch-
ing [51,55–57]. In time switching, energy harvesting and information decoding are
performed in different time instances which requires accurate time synchroniza-
tion [27]. In power splitting, the receivers simultaneously harvest and decode by
splitting the incoming signal into two parallel arms with a variable or fixed power
splitting ratio. In antenna switching, different antennas are used for harvesting
and decoding based on the wireless channel statistics. In space switching, parallel
eignchannels are formed by singular value decomposition of the MIMO channels
and then used for simultaneous harvesting and decoding. It should be noted that
from an outage probability perspective, power splitting SWIPT is closer to the
theoretical optimum for critical energy and delay-constrained applications [27].
Motivated by this, we focus on power splitting SWIPT in this thesis.

In the power splitting receiver, the total received power Pr is power splitted
with an energy harvesting ratio ρ. Therefor ρPr is the power available for energy
harvesting and the remaining power (1− ρ)Pr is used to decode the information.
The energy receiver may not be efficient to harvest ρPr power fully, instead, they
harvest with a conversion efficiency η. Thus, in a practical energy harvester re-
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ceiver, the power harvested is given by

E = ηρPr (2.1)

The corresponding information capacity can be written as

r = log

(
1 +

(1− ρ)Pr
σ2

)
(2.2)

The above expression is obtained for noise limited communication system with
the variance of AWGN as σ2. The equations on energy harvested and rate can be
easily extended for multi-carrier systems by summing over all the subchannels. In
this thesis, we have considered OFDMA for SWIPT.

2.2 OFDM based Resource Allocation in SWIPT
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Figure 2.1: OFDM subchannels for multiple users.

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) accessing technique for
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communication channel is considered to be an attractive candidate for multiuser
SWIPT due to the flexibility in user rate allocations and simpler equalization
circuits for OFDM. As a fundamental feature of OFDM transmission, the total
available bandwidth is partitioned into orthogonal equal bandwidth subchannels.
In OFDM based methods, subchannel resource is allocated among different users
in such a way that their quality of service requirements and system constraints are
satisfied.

In Fig. 2.1, OFDM subchannel grid for multiple users is shown, where the
row number k and column number n represent the kth user and the nth subchannel
respectively. In this thesis, we assume no the same subchannel sharing among
users, i.e, the at-most one user (row) gets each subchannel (column). Furthermore,
in the next chapters, we will show how we accomplish the subchannel allocation
in a multiuser environment which is generally combinatoric.

2.3 Secrecy Information Capacity

One of the measures of the physical layer security is secrecy information capacity.
It is defined as the difference in the information capacity of a legitimate user and
that of an eavesdropper. Consider a communication downlink with a transmitted
power of P . Let H and β are the fading channel coefficients of the legitimate user
and eavesdropper respectively in power sense. Therefore, the secrecy capacity can
be written as [48]

rs =

{
log
(
1 + PH

σ2

)
− log

(
1 + Pβ

σ2

)
, if log

(
1 + PH

σ2

)
≥ log

(
1 + Pβ

σ2

)
0, otherwise

(2.3)

The intuition of secrecy capacity is that there exists a coding scheme that
prevents eavesdroppers from decoding the information without errors if the infor-
mation transmission was done at a rate no higher than the secrecy capacity. We
note, in this thesis we use the secrecy capacity as a physical layer security measure,
but we are not interested in the coding scheme details.

2.4 Lagrangian and Duality

In optimization theory, duality is a principle that is used to solve the original
problem (primal-problem) in another domain called dual domain. In general, the
primal and dual optimal values need not be the same. The difference in the optimal
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values is called the duality gap. For convex problems, the duality gap is zero.

Consider an optimization problem below as

Maximize fo(x)

subject to fi(x) ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m,

hi(x) = 0, i = 1, . . . , p,

(2.4)

where x ∈ Rn is the optimization variable.

The idea behind Lagrangian is to address the constraints of the above op-
timization problem by adding the weighted sum of constraint functions to the
objective function. The weighting factors can be considered as the penalty for
deviating away from the constraints.

We define the Lagrangian L : Rn ×Rm ×Rp → R as

L(x,µ,λ) = f0(x) +
m∑
i=1

µifi(x) +

p∑
i=1

λihi(x), (2.5)

where µi is the Lagrangian multiplier for the ith inequality constraint and λi is the
Lagrangian multiplier for the ith equality constraint.

Dual function

Using Lagrangian, we transformed constraint functions into the objective function.
Now we define a dual function in terms of dual variables such as µi’s and λi’s. The
dual function for the optimization problem (2.4) can be written as

g(µ,λ) = max
x

L(x,µ,λ) = max
x

(
f0(x) +

m∑
i=1

µifi(x) +

p∑
i=1

λihi(x)

)
(2.6)

We note that the dual function is convex in (µ,λ), even when the original
optimization problem is not convex [37]. This is because that the dual function
is the point-wise supremum of the family of linear functions of (µ,λ). On further
analysis on dual function, it can be deduced that the dual function yields upper
bound for (maximization) optimization problem.
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Dual Problem

The dual problem is aimed to find the best (closer to primal optimal value) among
the different combinations of (µ,λ). This, in turn, leads to another optimization
problem

Minimize g(µ,λ)

subject to λ ≥ 0,
(2.7)

this problem is called the dual problem of the primal problem (2.4), and this is a
convex optimization problem.

2.5 Stackelberg Game

We model individual players’ utility maximization using game-theoretic approaches.
Stackelberg game [40] is a hierarchical game in which leaders (or leader) play their
strategies first, and followers (or follower) play their moves sequentially. It belongs
to the non-cooperative game class.

Consider two persons static game for the sake of simplicity. Let si ∈ Si be
the action variable of the player Pi. The utility ui of Pi is a continuous function
of the product space S1 × S2.

Definition 1 Let P1 be the leader of the game. The Stackelberg equilibrium
strategy of the leader s∗1 is given by

s∗1 = arg max
s1∈S1

u1(s1, BR2(s1)) (2.8)

where BR2(s1) is the best response function of P2 to the P1’s strategy s1.

BR2(s1) and s∗1 can be found by applying first-order optimality condition of
u2(s1, s2) and u1(s1, BR2(s1)) respectively if the game is convex. This two-player
game can be extended to many players. In this thesis, we consider multi-player
Stackelberg games. In chapter 5, multiple leaders and single follower, Stackelberg
game is considered. Whereas in chapter 6, single leader and multiple followers,
Stackelberg game is considered. In multi-level multi-player games, the players
in the same hierarchy do their respective actions simultaneously and constitute
a sub-game among the same level players. For example, leaders of the game in
chapter 5 do their actions simultaneous as they belong to the same hierarchical
level. Similarly for followers for the game in chapter 6. Detailed analysis of these
two games can be found in the respective chapters.
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2.6 Social Optimum and Potential Game

Social optimum is the optimal solution that maximizes the social welfare. Social
planner defines the social welfare which is generally constraint by resources. It is
used as a benchmark against individual utility maximization equilibrium [58]. In
this thesis, we define social welfare as the sum of the utilities of all the players
which is corresponding to the efficiency maximization of the whole system.

A game is said to be a potential game if it achieves a social optimum. In other
words, if strategies for individual players of a competitive game can be expressed
as an optimum solution of a single global objective function (potential function),
then it is a potential game [59]. The benefit of developing a potential game is that
social welfare can be employed in a decentralized manner.

2.7 Amplify-and-Forward Relaying

Amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) are the two types of
relaying schemes [60]. In the simpler scheme of AF relaying, the relay re-transmit
the received signal with an amplification gain. In DF relaying, the relay decodes
and re-encodes the received information and then re-transmits. In this thesis, we
explore the benefit of AF relaying for communication for energy-harvesting IoT
devices.

2.7.1 Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of AF Relaying

Consider an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) limited communication sys-
tem. Let x(t) be the transmitted signal from the source with the power value of
P , h1(t) be the source to relay fading channel coefficient and n1(t) be the noise
received at the relay. Therefore, the signal received at the relay is

yR(t) = x(t)h1(t) + n1(t). (2.9)

Let the AF relay set the amplification gain value to g, the channel coefficient
from the relay to destination be h2(t), and n2(t) be the noise at the destination.
Therefore, the received signal at the destination can be written as

yD(t) = gyR(t)h2(t) + n2(t) (2.10)

= gx(t)h1(t)h2(t) + gh2(t)n1(t) + n2(t). (2.11)
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Let the variance for noise signals n1(t) and n2(t) are the same, and the value
is σ2

0. Therefore, the end-to-end equivalent signal to noise ratio (SNR) can be
derived from (2.11) as

γeq =
Pg2h21(t)h

2
2(t)

(g2h22(t) + 1)σ2
0

. (2.12)

Let G(= g2) be the amplifier’s power gain, H1 and H2 be the channel coefficients in
power sense for h1 and h2 respectively. Now the equivalent SNR can be re-written
as

γeq =
PGH1H2

(GH2 + 1)σ2
0

. (2.13)

In this thesis, we use the above equation for finding the relayed rate for IoT
devices.
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Part I

Optimization Frameworks for
Resource Allocation for Wireless

Energy-Harvesting and
Communication
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Chapter 3

Fairness Equilibria for Optimal
Energy-Harvesting and User
Rates in Practical SWIPT
Systems

In this chapter, we analyze user fairness for multiple simultaneous wireless in-
formation and power transfer (SWIPT) users with power-splitting receivers op-
erating over multiple OFDMA subchannels. To optimize the power allocation,
subchannel allocation, and power-splitting ratios for each user, we propose a novel
two-stage algorithm which maximizes the minimum energy harvested while satis-
fying a minimum required user rate and maximum total power constraint. In the
first stage, we apply a grouping heuristic to determine the subchannel allocation.
Based on this, we propose a scaling algorithm to optimize the power allocation
and power-splitting ratios in the second stage. Our two-stage optimization can be
implemented by the SWIPT users in a decentralized manner and results in an equi-
librium state for each user which we call the energy-harvesting fairness equilibrium.
We further solve the dual problem of maximizing the minimum user rate subject
to minimum energy harvesting and total power constraint based on a bisection on
the user rate which results in a user rate fairness equilibrium. The convergence and
optimality of the proposed algorithm are analytically verified, and practical imple-
mentation aspects of computational complexity and information passing overheads
in SWIPT systems are analyzed. Numerical examples highlight the fairness and
efficiency of the proposed two-stage algorithm compared with benchmark schemes.
Furthermore, we highlight the minimum power and bandwidths required to achieve
practical energy-harvesting and user rates at the power-splitting SWIPT receiver.
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3.1 Introduction

The fifth generation (5G) wireless networks is expected to see a paradigm shift
towards extreme densification of base stations (BSs) and wireless devices with
higher carrier frequencies, massive amounts of data, and massive number of an-
tennas systems. To support this, wireless resources such as power and bandwidth
should be efficiently allocated to multiple users with consideration for scalability
and sustainability. Against this background, simultaneous wireless information
and power transfer (SWIPT) has attracted much industry and research attention
due to its flexibility to support both information transmission and RF energy
harvesting, particularly in low-energy sensor devices and Internet-of-Things (IoT)
applications.

Previous works on SWIPT optimization have considered multiple antenna
beamforming [49,50] and orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) re-
source allocation [48, 51, 52, 61]. In [49], a max-min energy harvesting beamform-
ing optimization was considered for secure wireless communications. The au-
thors exploited semidefinite programming (SDP) to optimize the max-min fairness
with power and signal-to-interference-plus-noise (SINR) constraints for multiple-
antenna energy harvesters. In [50], energy-harvesting beamforming solutions were
derived for a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system with total power
constraints. In [48], a suboptimal two-stage algorithm assuming equal power al-
location was proposed to maximize the total secrecy rate in a SWIPT OFDMA
system. For pre-allocated subchannels, a game theoretic solution was proposed
in [52] to optimize the transmit power allocation for small cell users coexisting
with macro cell users. In [48, 52], the SWIPT OFDMA optimization was solved
for the simpler case of equal power allocation or pre-allocated subchannels. The
energy efficiency was considered in [51], where fractional programming and dual
decomposition was used to solve the non-convex resource allocation optimization.
In [61], an artificial noise aided weighted secrecy rate maximization was considered
for SWIPT OFDMA systems. We note that previous works focused on maximiz-
ing the sum harvested energy, sum user rates, or the energy-efficiency. Here, we
consider SWIPT for IoT applications where each device may require a minimum
amount of energy to transmit. Therefore, it is more meaningful to ensure fairness
by maximizing the minimum harvested energy of each user.

Two models for SWIPT are power-splitting and time splitting at the re-
ceiver [55,62–64]. For time splitting, different time slots are allocated for either the
information or energy harvesting receiver. For power-splitting, the received signal
is divided into two receivers, namely an information receiver and an energy har-
vesting receiver according to a given power-splitting ratio. It should be noted that
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from an outage probability perspective, power-splitting SWIPT is closer to the
theoretical optimum for critical energy and low-latency applications [27]. There-
fore, we focus on power-splitting in the optimization of energy harvesting and user
rates. We also consider some important practical aspects of SWIPT. In [22], it
was noted that a minimum receiver sensitivity of −30 dBm can be achieved by
current state-of-the-art RF energy harvesting circuits with a conversion efficiency
of 55% [23–25]. In this chapter, we take into account these practical limits in
our simulations and show that SWIPT can be achieved. Specifically, our numer-
ical examples identify the power and bandwidth regimes required to satisfy the
minimum −30 dBm energy-harvesting receiver sensitivity with practical values of
power-splitting ratios.

In this chapter, we develop a novel two-stage optimization framework to de-
termine the downlink subchannel allocation, power allocation, and power-splitting
ratio for each SWIPT OFDMA user. We formulate our optimization framework
to maximize the minimum harvested power subject to a minimum user rate re-
quirement and transmit power constraints at the BS. Jointly optimizing power,
subchannel allocation and power-splitting ratios is NP-hard, and the nature of the
problem is non-convex combinatoric. As such, we propose a two-stage grouping
and scaling algorithm. In the first grouping stage, a heuristic for the optimization
problem is formulated using a Lagrangian approach in Algorithm 1 to jointly find
the subchannel group allocations to each user and the downlink powers in each sub-
channel. The objective is to minimize the sum transmit power at the BS subject
to minimum user rates. No energy harvesting is done at this stage. In the second
scaling stage, the power allocation from the first stage is scaled up to maximize
the minimum user energy harvested and the total transmit power approaches the
power budget of the BS. This results in directly solving the optimal power-splitting
ratio for each user. We propose a decomposed error update method and apply bi-
section on the energy harvesting in this second stage. The design of the scaling
stage and its implementation in Algorithm 2 is our major contribution, where the
novelty of splitting the optimization into two separate subproblems results in a
tractable solution for the original NP-hard problem.

An interesting observation from our proposed algorithm is that although the
power scaling factors at the BS transmitter and power-splitting ratios at the
SWIPT receivers are explicitly related in the optimization, subsequent changes
to the power-splitting ratio by individual users after the optimization will not re-
sult in any changes to the BS transmit power. Thus, if a user deviates from the
centrally optimized power-splitting ratio, it will not result in higher achievable
rates for the users and might even result in decoding errors. The beauty of our
approach is that the centrally optimized power-splitting ratios actually result in
an equilibrium solution for the system which we refer to as the energy-harvesting
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fairness equilibrium.

We also consider the dual fairness problem of maximizing the minimum user
rate subject to a minimum energy harvesting constraint in Algorithm 3. In this
problem, minimizing the sum power subject to minimum required energy harvested
does not result in a specific subchannel allocation as in the previous problem since
users can harvest across all subchannels regardless of the information transmis-
sion allocation. To tackle this problem, we adapt Algorithm 2 to apply an extra
bisection on the user rate which leads to a new rate fairness equilibrium.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.2 describes the
system model. In Section 2.3, our proposed two-stage grouping and scaling algo-
rithms are formulated and analyzed. The dual fairness optimization problem and
algorithm are described in Section 2.4. We consider user weighting factors in our
framework to avoid being overly restricted by users with poor channel conditions.
In Section 2.5, the convergence and optimality analysis, and practical implemen-
tation aspects of the proposed algorithms are investigated. Numerical examples
are presented in Section 2.6 and concluding remarks are provided in Section 2.7.

3.2 System Model

Fig. 3.1 shows the proposed system model of a downlink SWIPT OFDMA sys-
tem with one transmitting BS and K mobile users. The communication channel
between the BS and each user is modeled as a slowly-fading frequency-selective
channel. To support OFDMA transmission, the total available bandwidth B is
partitioned into N orthogonal equal-bandwidth subchannels where hk,n denotes
the channel gain from the BS to user k on the nth subchannel.

We assume that the BS has channel-state information (CSI) of all users, and
applies this information to allocate the N subchannels and their transmit power
levels to the K users. There is a total BS transmit power constraint denoted by
Pbudget, and a subchannel exclusivity constraint that only one user can be assigned
to a particular subchannel during an OFDMA symbol duration. We denote X =
{xk,n , ∀ k,∀ n} to be the set of subchannel assignments, where each xk,n take on
either value 1 if the nth subchannel is assigned to user k, and 0 if it is not. We
denote P = {P1, P2 . . . , PN} to be the subchannel power allocation vector, where
Pn represents the transmit power allocated on subchannel n.

As shown in Fig. 3.2, we consider that all receivers employ power-splitting
of their received signal. We denote 0 ≤ ρk ≤ 1 to be the power-splitting ra-
tio (or energy harvesting ratio) for the kth receiver and define the vector ρ =
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Figure 3.1: Proposed multiuser SWIPT OFDMA system model.

{ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρK}. We assume a fixed optimized power spitting ratio across all the
subchannels for each user due to the fact that power-splitting for energy harvesting
and information decoding is performed in the analog domain before the signal is
separated into OFDMA subchannels. As such, the energy Ek harvested at the kth
receiver is written as1

Ek = ζρk

N∑
n=1

Pnhk,n (3.1)

where ζ is the conversion efficiency of the energy harvesting in a receiver.2

The remaining 1 − ρk portion of the signal energy is used for data demod-
ulation. Therefore, the information capacity of user k on subchannel n is given

1The equation in (3.1) represents power. In this chapter, we use the terms power and energy
interchangeably.

2While the conversion efficiency is typically a non-linear function of the received power, we
assume in this paper that ζ is fixed. We will show that this is a reasonable assumption for the
range of minimum user rate requirements considered in the practical SWIPT scenarios highlighted
in Figs. 3.11 and 3.13.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the receiver.

by,

rk,n = log2

(
1 +

(1− ρk)Pnhk,n
σ2

)
, (3.2)

where, σ2 is the variance of the additive white Gaussian noise.

3.3 Fairness Optimization Framework: Max-min

user energy harvesting

Our goal is to achieve max-min fairness for harvested energy for the users, subject
to a minimum rate for each user by jointly optimizing the subchannel allocation,
power allocations, and power-splitting ratio at each receiver. The optimization
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problem can be written as:

max
X,P, ρ

min
k

ζρk

N∑
n=1

Pnhk,n. (3.3)

subject to
N∑
n=1

rk,nxk,n ≥ Rreq
k , k = 1, . . . , K. (C1)

N∑
n=1

Pn ≤ Pbudget, (C2)

0 ≤ ρk ≤ 1, k = 1, . . . , K. (C3)

xk,n ∈ {0, 1}, (C4)

K∑
k=1

xk,n ≤ 1, n = 1, 2, . . . N. (C5)

where k is the user index. The minimum rate requirement of user k is denoted
as Rreq

k in (C1). The maximum total transmit power is represented by Pbudget in
(C2). Constraint (C3) enforces that the power-splitting ratio takes on values from
0 to 1. Constraints (C4)–(C5) ensure the subchannel exclusivity constraint where
only one user is allocated to a subchannel at a given time.

This optimization problem is non-convex and prohibitively complex to be
solved directly. An alternative approach is to use a Lagrangian decomposition
and solve the problem in the dual domain. In OFDMA optimization problems,
a dual-domain approach can be efficient when each subchannel can be separately
optimized to maximize the dual objective function. However, as noted in [48],
the above problem is still difficult to solve in the dual domain due to a lack of
separability3 [65, 66]. Specifically, the objective function does not satisfy the sep-
arability property because of the power-splitting ratio ρk term, which couples the
subchannel assignments and associated powers for a given user.

We overcome the non-separability issue in a similar fashion as [48], which
considered a different problem of maximizing physical-layer security. Specifically,
we separate the optimization problem into two subproblems, which allows for
the separability property to be used. The first problem, which we refer to as
‘grouping’, jointly optimizes X and P with no energy harvesting (ρ = 0) using
Lagrangian techniques which aims to satisfy minimum rate requirements for users
with minimum total transmit power. The net result is a group of subchannels

3In separable optimization problems, the objective (dual) can be decomposed into a sum
of simpler functions that can be optimized independently. We can find the optimum value by
minimizing or maximizing each function independently.
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allocated to each user (along with their respective powers), which is followed by
the ‘scaling’ sub-problem that optimizes ρ (and associated power scaling factors,
φ) for a fixed X by defining a max-min optimization problem for user energy
harvesting such that the total transmit power is under or equal to the power
budget. This involves scaling of the transmit power values obtained after the
grouping stage to attain the max-min energy harvested with the power budget
constraint. Detailed mathematical formulation and analysis of the grouping and
scaling stages are given in the later parts of this section.
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Figure 3.3: Example schematic of: a) Initial power allocation after grouping phase,
b) Final power allocation after scaling phase.

An illustration of the power allocation after the ‘grouping’ stage and ‘scaling’
stage is depicted in Fig. 3.3. We note that the user channel allocation from the
grouping phase is unchanged in the scaling phase. The power scaling factors
for each user is applied to all the power allocations to satisfy the power budget
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requirement. We derive the relationship between power scaling factors (φk’s) and
power-splitting ratios (ρk’s) based on how we structure the scaling problem which
will be detailed later in this section.

3.3.1 Grouping: Joint Optimization of Subchannel and
Power Allocations

In this subproblem, the ρk’s are taken as 0 (no energy harvesting in this stage)
and no longer a variable, and the objective function in (3.3) becomes separable.
We can now focus on jointly optimizing X and P.

Problem formulation

The objective of this subproblem is to allocate power and subchannels to users to
satisfy a minimum rate constraint and minimum sum power, which can be written
as

min
X,P

N∑
n=1

Pn

subject to constraints (C1), (C4) and (C5).

(3.4)

This stage is known as the ‘grouping’ stage because the subchannels are grouped
according to which user is assigned to them. Thus, there will be ‘K’ number of
subchannel groups.

The discrete nature of the subchannel allocation xk,n’s (binary variables) still
render the reduced problem in 3.4 as combinatoric and non-convex. The com-
plexity of solving the combinatorial subchannel allocation for N subchannels to K
users is O(KN), and is highly inefficient in practical scenarios where N is large.
As such, we propose a heuristic for the subchannel allocation which solves the
optimization problem formulated below.

Dual problem formulation

The Lagrangian for subproblem (3.4) is given by,

L(P ,X,µ) =
N∑
n=1

Pn −
K∑
k=1

µk

(
N∑
n=1

rk,nxk,n −Rreq
k

)
, (3.5)
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where µ= {µ1, µ2, . . . µk . . . µK} are the non-negative Lagrange multipliers for the
rate constraints in (C1). Other constraints (C4) and (C5) will be taken care of
inside the algorithm implementation.

The dual objective function can then be written as

g(µ) = min
X,P

L(P ,X,µ), (3.6)

and the dual optimization problem is

max
µ<0

g(µ) (3.7)

Substituting (3.5) into (3.6) and separating terms, we can rewrite the dual objec-
tive function as:

g(µ) = min
X,P

N∑
n=1

(
Pn −

K∑
k=1

µkrk,nxk,n

)
+

K∑
k=1

µkR
req
k

The separability is exposed in this form, and we can further rewrite the dual
objective function as:

g(µ) =
N∑
n=1

ǵn(µ) +
K∑
k=1

µkR
req
k (3.8)

where

ǵn(µ) = min
X,P

{
Pn −

K∑
k=1

µkrk,nxk,n

}
(3.9)

The result is the decomposition of the dual Lagrange objective function into
N independent optimization problems (each corresponding to a single subchannel),
and evaluating g(µ) now requires O(N) complexity. We note that this decomposi-
tion is only possible because of the no energy harvesting assumption taken initially
in this subproblem.

Evaluating the Dual Objective Function

Evaluating (3.9) for a given subchannel determines the optimal assigned user and
associated power allocated. This requires enumerating the K possible combina-
tions for that subchannel, each assuming that the associated user is the optimal
choice. In doing so, we define P k

n to be the power allocated on the nth subchannel
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assuming user k is assigned that subchannel. This removes xk,n from (3.8) and we
rewrite it as:

g′n(µ) = min
k

min
Pkn

(
P k
n − µkrk,n

)
= min

k
min
Pkn

w′n,k(P
k
n , µk). (3.10)

We first evaluate the inner minimization problem, which is a convex function of
P k
n , by applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition, i.e.,

0 =
dw′n,k
dP k

n

= 1− µk
drk,n
dP k

n

(3.11)

Using the equation for information capacity in (3.2) with ρk = 0 in the evaluation

of
drk,n
dPkn

results in

0 = 1− µk
ln(2)

(
hk,n

σ2 + P k
nhk,n

)
After rearranging the terms,

P k
n =

[
µk

ln(2)
− σ2

hk,n

]+
, (3.12)

where [x]+ = max{0, x}. The outer minimization in (3.10) can now be evaluated
to find the optimal user k∗ for the nth subchannel:

k∗ = arg min
k

(
P k
n − µkrk,n

)
(3.13)

The optimal allocation for subchannel n is given by

x∗k,n =

{
1 if k = k∗

0 otherwise
(3.14)

P ∗n = P k∗

n (3.15)

The allocation is done for all N subchannels to solve the optimal subchannel and
power allocations for a given µ.
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Minimizing the Dual Objective Function

After minimizing the Lagrangian to determine (3.6), the Lagrange multipliers µ
need to be updated to converge to the solution of the dual optimization prob-
lem in (3.7). The discrete nature of the subchannel allocation results in a non-
continuously-differentiable objective function, and therefore the subgradient up-
date method [37,67] is chosen to update the Lagrange multiplier. The correspond-
ing subgradient vector used to update the multipliers is given by,

S =

[
N∑
n=1

r1,nx1,n −Rreq
1 ,

N∑
n=1

r2,nx2,n −Rreq
2 , . . .

N∑
n=1

rK,nxK,n −Rreq
K

]
,

the subgradient update for µk’s are given by,

µ = [µ− βS]+ , (3.16)

Where β is the appropriate step size. Note that, as an alternative to the sim-
ple subgradient update method, an ellipsoidal method can also be employed for
updating Lagrangian multipliers.

The grouping optimization problem is further detailed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for solving grouping subproblem

1: Intialize ρ = 0, fix rate requirements Rreq and power budget Pbudget.
2: Initialize µ
3: while the solution is not converged, do
4: Find rk,n using (3.2),
5: Find P k

n using (3.12),
6: Obtain x∗k,n & P ∗n using (3.14) and (3.15) respectively,
7: Update µ using subgradient update in (3.16),

8: return x∗k,n & P ∗n ,

3.3.2 Scaling: Optimization of power-splitting Ratio for
Energy Harvesting

The main idea behind forming grouping and scaling subproblems is that we need
only scale up the power allocation for energy harvesting as the minimum data-
only power has been allocated in the grouping phase. The next step is to then
scale these powers to satisfy constraint (C2) and find the max-min harvesting for
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each user. We note that this is not the global optimal solution to (3.3) along
with the constraints, but by minimizing the power allocated for data only, we
are maximizing the transmit power available for energy harvesting. This intuitive
approach should provide a very good solution, and more importantly, is much more
efficient to obtain than directly solving (3.3).

We start by defining the total power allocated to user k as

Pk =
N∑
n=1

Pnxk,n, (3.17)

This is simply adding all the subchannel power allocated to specified user k, and
we referred to this set of subchannels as group k. We define φk ≥ 1 as the power
scaling factor for all subchannels allocated user k. Note that we need to maintain
the same user rate requirement after the power scaling stage. This can be solved
mathematically as,

Pkφk = Pk + Pk(φk − 1), (3.18)

where the first term on the right side ensures the minimum rate requested by the
user with power Pk for information decoding, while the second term corresponds
to the additional power that can be used by user k for energy-harvesting purposes.
All other users that are not allocated this subchannel for information decoding will
harvest this energy by their respective ρk. The final transmission power allocated
for user k (after scaling) is Pkφk. Then the receiver at user k will apply the power-
splitting ratio ρk to the received signal for SWIPT. We can find the corresponding
power-splitting ratio for user k that based on (3.18), by solving

Pkφkρk = Pk(φk − 1)

which results in

ρk =
φk − 1

φk
or φk =

1

1− ρk
(3.19)

At receiver k with the power-splitting ratio above, the required received power
for information decoding will be split off for demodulation, while the remaining
received power will be for harvesting energy. For the given allocation, the final
subchannel power allocation now can be written as,

P final
n = Pn

K∑
k=1

φkxk,n, (3.20)
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i.e, the final power allocated to subchannel n is obtained by multiplying the power
allocated in the grouping stage by the scaling factor associated with the user
who has been allocated with the subchannel n for information decoding. This
formulation preserves the same user rate allocation achieved in the grouping stage.

We further investigate the relationship between power scaling factors and
power-splitting factors in (3.19) to satisfy the minimum rate even after the scaling
stage. However, the power scaling factors are set by the BS while the power-
splitting factors are set by the SWIPT receiver at the users. Hence, once the
resource allocation is completed and power-spitting ratios are determined accord-
ing to the above fairness formulation, further changes to the power-splitting ratio
by the users will not result in a change to the power scaling factors at the BS. If a
user intentionally increases its power-splitting ratio, it will not be able to satisfy its
minimum user rate constraint to decode its information correctly. Alternatively,
reducing the power-splitting ratio at the user will also not result in a higher achiev-
able rate due to the fact that the BS transmit power is unchanged. Therefore, our
proposed algorithm actively discourages users from intentionally deviating from
the centrally allocated power-splitting ratio. In addition, the performance of other
users will not be affected if a user deviates from its optimized power-splitting ra-
tio. Thus, our two-stage grouping and scaling formulation will put the users in a
non-deviating equilibrium state, which we call the fairness equilibrium.

Problem formulation

The optimization formulation for this subproblem can be written as

max
φ

min
k

Ek (3.21)

subject to
K∑
k=1

Pkφk ≤ Pbudget, (C6)

where we note that constraint (C6) is equivalent to (C2) in the original problem.
In (C6), we have rewritten the power budget constraint to be consistent with this
subproblem, which is set up to maximize the minimum energy harvested by each
user. We rewrite the expression for energy harvested by user k that includes the
power scaling factors as,

Ek =ρk

K∑
r=1

φrQkr, (3.22)
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where Qkr =
∑N

n=1 Pnhk,nxr,n and φrQkr can be interpreted as the energy received
by user k on the subchannels which are allocated for data transmission to user
r. Note that the energy harvesting by a user comes from both the subchannels
allocated to it for data transmission and as well as from other subchannels allocated
for other users for their information transmission, as defined in (3.22).

The energy harvested by users can be represented in a matrix form using the
expression (3.22) with the substitution for φk using (3.19) as,

ρ1 0 . . . 0
0 ρ2 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . ρK

×

Q11 Q12 . . . Q1K

Q21 Q22 . . . Q2K
...

...
. . .

...
QK1 QK2 . . . QKK

×


1
1−ρ1
1

1−ρ2
...
1

1−ρK

 =


E1

E2
...
EK

 , (3.23)

The matrix equation (3.23) is nonlinear in ρk’s. We note that only ρ’s (or φ’s)
are unknown, the [Qkr]K×K matrix is known (fixed) after the solution of the first
subproblem.

Next, we present a tractable fully fair user energy harvesting formulation,
which is a special case of the max-min fairness problem, and both are equivalent
if the fully fair case is feasible.

Optimization for energy harvesting user fairness

We start by converting the optimization problem in (3.21) with a standard max-
min transformation and obtain:

max
φ,t

t (3.24)

subject to
K∑
k=1

Pkφk ≤ Pbudget, (C6)

t ≤ Ek , k = 1, 2, . . . , K. (C7)

Where ’t’ is a new variable introduced and is the max-min energy harvested as
given in (C7). While Qkr in (3.22) are not known values until after the grouping
stage (but must be non-negative valued), the convexity of this problem can still be
proven. The objective function and (C6) are convex functions of t and the φk’s by
inspection. Any of the K constraints in (C7) can be shown to be convex by first
showing the Hessian has all non-negative entries, and that it therefore is positive
semidefinite over the domain t ≥ 0 and φk ≥ 1 ∀ k.
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We constrain this problem further by enforcing the fully-fair energy-harvesting
condition E1 = E2 = . . . = EK = t, which results in a fairness index of 1 defined
in [68].

The equality fairness condition offers a logical solution strategy. Given a
value of t, we can use (3.23) to solve for the ρk’s (and associated φk’s). If the
total transmit power is below (above) Pbudget, the value of t can be increased
(decreased). An efficient way to tackle such convex problems is to perform a
bisection search [37], which starts with two initial values tL and tU that correspond
to total powers below and above Pbudget, respectively. A new t value (between tL

and tU) is then evaluated, and its result serves to appropriately update either
tL or tU . The process repeats until the total power comes within a very small
non-negative ε value of Pbudget.

Algorithm 2 gives the algorithm for solving the scaling subproblem with a
bisection approach. The integral part of this approach is finding the ρk’s that
satisfy the matrix equation (3.23) for a given t in each bisection iteration. Whereas
(3.23) is a nonlinear matrix equation, the ρk’s can be solved for using a simple error-
update approach with appropriate step size to converge to where each user has
equal harvested energy t (up to a very small tolerance difference). The difference
(error) in the energy harvested by user k in (3.22) and the target t can be written
as

errork = ζρk

K∑
r=1

Qkrφr − t (3.25)

The simple error update for each user is then:

ρ
(i+1)
k = ρ

(i)
k − α

(
ζρ

(i)
k

K∑
r=1

Qkrφ
(i)
r − t

)
, (3.26)

where α is the update step size. This error update is formed for satisfying energy
harvesting user fairness by optimizing matrix equation (3.23) by decomposing it
to each user level.4 The convergence and optimality analysis of this error update
with bisection on t is detailed in Section 3.5.

4The solution to (3.23) can be found by solving the individual user level problem distributively.
Refer Section 2.5 for more details.
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for solving scaling subproblem

1: Find the initial power allocation P , and subchannel allocation X using Algo-
rithm 1.

2: Fix wk’s, initialize tL and tU .
3: loop (bisection on t)
4: t = (tL + tU)/2,
5: solve for φk’s (or ρk’s) in (3.23) using error update.
6: if Pbudget >

∑K
k=1 Pkφk then

7: tL = t
8: else
9: tU = t

10: if Pbudget −
∑K

k=1 Pkφk < ε then
End Loop

11: return t, ρk’s (or φk’s), P
finals
n ’s.

Energy harvesting with fixed weighting factors

Here, we discuss changes required for the problem formulation and solution de-
scribed in the scaling stage when one or more users are relatively far away from the
BS in comparison to other users. The presence of such users will severely restrict
the total harvested energy in the system. To combat this issue, we modify the
scaling subproblem by introducing fixed weighting factors.

Let user l be a user that is far away from the BS relative to other users which
results in a poor channel irrespective of small scale fading. The scaling subproblem
modified with weighting factors is given as follows

max
φ

t (3.27)

subject to Constraint (C6),

wkEk = t, k = 1, 2, . . . , K. (C8)

(3.28)

where the wk > 1 for k = l, and is unity for all other users. The corresponding
modification required for the error update used in Step 5 of Algorithm 2 is,

ρ
(i+1)
k = ρ

(i)
k − α

(
wkρ

(i)
k

K∑
r=1

Qkrφ
(i)
r − t

)
. (3.29)

This modification can be extended to consider more than one weak user using the
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corresponding weighting factors. At the end of the algorithm, the energy harvested
by the users will be,

Ek =
t

wk
, k = 1, 2, . . . , K (3.30)

Users with very poor channels harvest fractions of t which allows other users to
harvest more energy and utilize system resources efficiently in the energy harvest-
ing limited scenarios.

Some intuitions about the max energy harvesting in the scaling stage,
using the weighting factors

We would like to give some insights for the above-discussed weighting factors
method for making use in another optimization problem of maximizing the sum
energy harvesting rather than the fairness objective.

We note that for sum energy-maximization objective for the scaling stage is
a non-convex in general, and this can be analysed by forming a Hessian matrix.
However, it is intuitive that for a particular combination of wk’s values, the fairness
solution will be the maximization solution. Numerically speaking, this particular
wk’s are the weighting factors which maximizes

∑K
k=1 t/wk. Therefore we formulate

this as a new subproblem of the main fairness problem given in (3.27), below

max
w′ks

K∑
k=1

t

wk
(3.31)

In this subproblem, we find wk’s for the objective of maximizing sum energy-
harvested. Now we analyse the convexity of the multi-variate problem in (3.31).
The Jacobian of (3.31) for wk variables is the diagonal matrix with the ith entry as
2t/wk

3 which is always positive for the feasible problem. Therefore the objective
function in the new subproblem in (3.31) is a convex function. It is known that
solution for maximizing a convex (not a concave) function is boundary valued [65].
Being wk ≥ 1, the boundary values are 1 and ∞, which values correspond to
energy harvesting and no energy harvesting, respectively. In reference to this,
we show a baseline approach in section 3.6, that allows the user with the best
channel condition to harvest energy and others will not harvest energy for sum
maximization.
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3.4 A Dual Fairness Optimization Problem

In this section, we consider the dual fairness problem of maximize the minimum
user rate in SWIPT OFDMA systems. This alternative optimization problem can
be written as

max
X,P,ρ

min
k

N∑
n=1

rk,nxk,n (3.32)

subject to Ek ≥ Ereq
k , k = 1, . . . , K. (C9)

Constraints (C2)− (C5).

The above fairness problem maximizes the minimum user data rate while satisfy-
ing the minimum user energy harvesting and sum power constraint. We note that
this problem is also NP-hard. However, the previous two-stage approach used
for the energy harvesting fairness problem will not work for this dual problem.
This is because a minimization of sum power subject to minimum required energy
harvested similar to the grouping stage of the previous fairness problem, will not
result in a specific subchannel allocation as users can harvest across all the sub-
channels independent of whether it has been allocated for information decoding or
not. Therefore, if we try to satisfy the minimum energy harvested for each user
constraints in (C9), the optimization solution will not solve the subchannel alloca-
tion but only result in a power allocation solution. We will then have to optimize
both the subchannel allocation and power-splitting ratio finding in the subsequent
stage which is combinatoric and NP-hard. Even if this NP-hard problem is solved
using similar algorithms, that solution is seemingly far from the optimal as the
constraints are performed without considering the subchannel allocation that will
affect the objective function.

To tackle this dual fairness problem, we propose Algorithm 3 which results in
a full user rate fairness objective of r1 = r2 = r3 = · · · = rK = R, where the kth
user rate is, rk =

∑N
n=1 rk,nxk,n such that (3.32) is modified as

max
X,P,ρ

R (3.33)

subject to
N∑
n=1

rk,nxk,n = R, ∀k (C10)

constraints (C2)− (C5) and (C9).

In Algorithm 3 we solve the dual fairness problem in (3.33) using the solution of
the energy harvesting fairness problem from Algorithm 2, within an extra bisection
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loop for rate R. The idea is to perform a bisection on R and solve the first fairness
problem in the inner loop for the specified value of R until the energy harvesting
requirement Ereq

k and sum power Pbudget constraints are satisfied.

In general, each user has a different energy harvesting requirement Ereq
k . To

accommodate this, we use the following weighting technique given by

weighting factor, wk =
1

Ereq
k

, k = 1, 2, . . . , K (3.34)

and wkEk = t, k = 1, 2, . . . , K (3.35)

and we proceed to maximize t for (3.34)-(3.35) and for constraints (C4)-(C6) in
the inner bisection on t by Algorithm 2. Another layer of bisection is performed
on R until Ek = Ereq

k for any user5 against an error tolerance of ε. This approach
is intuitive as R and t are inversely related.

Algorithm 3 Algorithm for dual fairness problem

1: Initialize RL and RU , and fix user energy harvesting requirements Ereq.
2: Find weighting factors wk’s using (3.34).
3: loop (bisection on R)
4: R = (RL + RU)/2,
5: Rreq

k = R, ∀k.
6: perform Algorithm 2 to solve for t.
7: if E1 < Ereq

1 then . check for k=1
8: RU = R
9: else

10: RL = R
11: if |E1 − Ereq

1 | < ε then
End Loop

12: return R, ρk’s (or φk’s), P
final
n ’s.

We note that our proposed solution of the above dual fairness problem results
in equilibrium in terms of user data rates, thus is defined as the rate fairness
equilibrium.

5The weight factors are determined in such a way that if any user k satisfies its energy
harvesting requirement, then all other users will also meet their energy harvesting requirements.
Therefore, we check for only one user (eg. user 1 in Algorithm 3) regarding their energy harvesting
requirement and perform bisection accordingly as given in Algorithm 3.
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3.5 Convergence and Optimality Analysis, and

Implementation Aspects of Algorithms

In this section, we present the convergence and optimality analysis of our pro-
posed algorithms. Implementation aspects of algorithms such as computational
complexity and information passing overhead are also discussed in the later part
of this section.

3.5.1 Scaling stage: Convergence and Optimality Analysis

Algorithm 2 solves the optimization problem in (3.24) by an using error update
in each bisection on t. Since the objective function in (3.24) is convex in t, the
bisection approach is optimal. We now prove the convergence and optimality
of the error update algorithm for the ρ’s in a Jacobian fashion [66] by applying
Zoutendijk’s result for gradient descent algorithms.

Gradient-descent algorithm for updating ρ’s

We proposed a gradient descent algorithm for updating the ρk’s to satisfy the
matrix equation (3.23), which can be rewritten as,

ζρk

K∑
r=1

Qkr

1− ρr
= t, ∀ k (3.36)

where k corresponds to each user or device.

We decompose the system problem in (3.23) into an individual user-level
problem as follows:

min
ρk

∣∣∣∣∣ζρk
K∑
r=1

Qkr

1− ρr
− t

∣∣∣∣∣ = min
ρk

(
ζρk

K∑
r=1

Qkr

1− ρr
− t

)2

, (3.37)

which can be rewritten as

min
ρk

Fk(ρk)

where Fk(ρk) =

(
ζρk

K∑
r=1

Qkr

1− ρr
− t

)2

. (3.38)
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The minimum value of the objective function Fk(ρk) is zero, which is achieved
when the error is zero. The iterative gradient-descent approach uses the following
subgradient ∇Fk(ρk) for each user:

ζρk

K∑
r=1

Qkr

1− ρr
− t (3.39)

For readability purposes, we omit iteration number superscript on ρk, αk and sk,
and without loss of generality, we define the line search (i.e., error update) for ρk
and its search direction sk as

ρk = ρk + αksk,

sk = −

(
ζρk

K∑
r=1

Qkr

1− ρr
− t

)
, (3.40)

Next, we prove that the search direction is descending according to

sk · ∇Fk(ρk) = −(sk)
2 ≤ 0 , (3.41)

and in particular, sk is the steepest descent direction.

Convergence Analysis

Convergence of line search methods depend on step size and search direction. We
prove convergence by using the following theorem:

Theorem 1: Zoutendijk’s Result from [69]

Consider any line search iteration where si is a descent direction, and αi satisfies
the Wolfe conditions.6 Suppose that f is bounded below in IRn and that f i is con-
tinuously differentiable in an open set N containing the level set  L = {x| f i(x) ≤
f i(x0)}, where x0 is the starting point of the iteration. Assume also that the gra-
dient ∇f i is Lipschitz continuous on N . Then∑

i≥0

cos2 θi||∇f i||2 ≤ ∞, (Zoutendijk’s condition [69])

6Satisfies the following conditions:

f(x+ αisi) ≤ f(x) + C1α
i∇f iT si : Sufficient decrease

∇f(x+ αisi)T si ≥ C2∇f i
T
si: Curvature condition

with 0 < C1 < C2 < 1, where i is the iteration number
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where cos θi = −(∇f i)T si
||∇f i|| ||si|| is the cosine of angle between Si and −∇f i.

Applying (3.39) and (3.40) to Theorem 1 results in cos θi = −1, and thus,
descent direction and the negative gradient are parallel. Zoutendijk’s condition
implies that for any user k,

lim
i→∞

cos2 θi||∇Fk||2 = 0, (3.42)

so we can write, limi→∞ ||∇Fk||2 = 0 since cos θi = −1. This shows that ρk
converges to a stationary point of Fk.

Of course, we still need to check the Lipschitz continuity condition that is
required by Theorem 1, which is defined by the following:

Definition 1

A function f from S ⊂ IRn to IRm is Lipschitz continuous at x ∈ S if there is a
constant C such that

|f(y)− f(x)| ≤ C|y − x| (3.43)

for all y ∈ S sufficiently near x.

Lipschitz continuity for ∇Fk in the error update can be obtained by applying
(3.43) as follows:

|∇f(y)−∇f(x)| ≤ C ′|y − x| (3.44)

where C ′ is a constant. Equation (3.44) is satisfied when the gradient of ∇Fk is
bounded by a finite value over all possible ρk of ∇Fk. The proof of this follows
from a Taylor’s series expansion and applying the triangle inequality [69].

Optimality Analysis

The power-splitting ratio ρk can take on values in [0, 1], which is a convex set. We
have shown that the search direction is a descent direction and it converges to a
stationary point of Fk. We also know that

• Fk(ρ∗k) = 0

• Fk(ρk) is monotonically increasing for ρk ≥ ρ∗k

• Fk(ρk) is monotonically decreasing for ρk ≤ ρ∗k
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The intersection of the monotonically increasing and decreasing parts of the func-
tion Fk(ρk) is the optimal point ρ∗k. Therefore, the search direction in the update
method iteratively brings ρk to the stationary point ρ∗k, and hence the optimality
is proven.

As a final note to the analysis, Algorithm 3 is also optimal and converges as
it performs Algorithm 2 for different values of R in a bisection loop and (3.33) is
convex in R.

3.5.2 Computational Complexity and Information Passing
Overhead

The complexity of the algorithms are as follows. Steps 4 to 6 in Algorithm
1 is O(KN), since it has to run for N subchannels and K users. The over-
all complexity of Algorithm 1 including subgradient update for µ is O(K2N)
[70]. For Algorithm 2, complexity of step 5 for solving power-splitting factors
is O(K). Steps 3 to 10 (includes step 5), the bisection method has a complex-
ity of O(Klog(K)). The gradient-based algorithms have a polynomially bounded
size [37,70]. Therefore, the overall computational complexity of Algorithm 2 (which
includes Algorithm 1) is O(K2N + Klog(K)). Algorithm 3 performs Algorithm 2
in the bisection loop, therefore the computational complexity of Algorithm 3 is
O(K2N log(K)+K(log(K))2). In fact, our major contribution is the scaling stage,
and the complexity of scaling alone that employs Algorithm 2 for any pre-allocated
channels is O(Klog(K)).

Next, we give details for how users and BS interact, and control signals are
exchanged to employ the proposed user fairness in energy harvesting objective
(Algorithm 2). Three different scenarios for control information passing are given.
For all 3 cases, BS performs Algorithm 1 to find the channel allocation X.

User level Decomposition at BS

The BS gives channel allocation X to the corresponding users. In this case, the
BS finds the optimal value for ρk’s by solving the user level decomposition problem
discussed in (3.37) by performing Algorithm 2. The outcome of the optimization
ρ∗k’s are communicated to users by the BS.
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User level Decomposition at users and distributed information passing
among users

BS passes channel allocation X, [Qkr] matrix, tL and tU to users. Each user
performs the optimization of their ρk only (step 5 of Algorithm 2), using the
bisection method. Each users’ ρk should be passed to all other users in each
iteration for optimizing power-splitting ratios as it is implemented distributively.
The information passing overhead among users is the largest of all 3 cases.

User level Decomposition at users and parallel evaluation

BS passes channel allocation X, [Qkr] matrix, tL and tU to users like the previous
case, but all the users optimize their ρk and others ρk’s in parallel. At the end of
the proposed Algorithm 2, all the users have the same copy of the solution, and
hence no information passing among the users is needed.

We note that similarly three different cases of control information passing in
Algorithm 3 can be done as above.

3.6 Numerical Examples

We now provide numerical examples for a wireless OFDMA downlink system with
N = 256 subchannels and K = 8 users. The channel gains for each user are gen-
erated from an independent Rayleigh distribution with an exponentially-decaying
power profile with the number of taps determined by the coherence bandwidth of
the channel or rms delay spread [71]. The rms delay spread for indoor applications
is set to στ=10 ns, and the coherence bandwidth is related to this by Bc = 1

5στ
[72].

The path loss exponent value is set to 2.7. The users are located randomly in a
10m radius of the BS. We set the power spectral density (PSD) of the AWGN
noise as −150 dBm/Hz [26].

Fig. 3.4 shows the convergence of the sum transmit power allocation for
the ‘grouping’ subproblem detailed in [73] with rate requirement Rreq = 30 bit-
s/OFDMA symbol. We observe that the algorithm converges after 800 subgradient
update iterations to 12 mW which is the minimum total transmit power required
to satisfy the rate requirement. We will use this grouping stage result for the
simulations which follow.
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Figure 3.4: Convergence of the solution of ‘grouping’ subproblem.
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Figure 3.5: Bisection method for ‘scaling’ subproblem.
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Fig. 3.5 plots the solution of the ‘scaling’ subproblem detailed in Algorithm 2
versus the number of bisection iterations for scaling the subchannel powers from 12
mW group-stage power to a power budget of, Pbudget = 100 mW. The plot shows
that all users harvest 0.0604 µW of power from the BS, which is obtained after
just 9 bisection iterations with convergence error tolerance ε = 10−5 (i.e., 0.01%
of Pbudget).
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Figure 3.6: Power allocation after grouping and scaling stages.

Fig. 3.6 plots the power allocation on the subchannels after performing the
grouping stage as well as the scaling stage in Algorithm 2. It is noted that in
the figure that the subchannels have been reordered according to their respsective
user group number (i.e., all of the subchannels allocated to user 1 will fall into user
group 1, and so on for other user groups). Each user group and their respective
power scaling factors (φk’s) are marked in the plot. The final power allocation
is the result of scaling the smaller group-stage powers by the the respective phik
factor for the kth user group. Within the subchannel range of any user group, it
can be seen that the two power plots have the same shape and are scaled versions
of one another. We can also see a wide range of the φk values, which is mainly due
to differing distances of the users from the BS. Closer users can perform well with
lower power-splitting ratios, while those farther away need higher ρk’s in order to
achieve the same harvest energy.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of individual user harvested power.

We now compare our proposed energy-harvesting user-fairness algorithm for
fully fairness case and fairness with weighted factors, with two baseline approaches.
The first maximizes the sum harvested power by only scaling the power alloca-
tion in the grouping stage for the user with the best channel conditions, while
setting the power scaling factors for all other users to 1. This will lead to energy
harvesting for the best user and no harvesting for the other users. The second
is a proportionally-fair scheme that ensures a minimum energy harvested by the
users.7 For the proportionally fair scheme, we set this minimum energy-harvesting
value to 0.03 µW for all users. We note that the minimum energy-harvesting re-
quirement value for the proportionally-fair scheme should be less the max-min fair
energy-harvesting value for feasibility in terms of the power budget constraint.

Fig. 3.7 compares the individual power harvested by each user for a minimum
rate requirement of R = 30 bits/OFDMA symbol for all three schemes. The figure
shows that all eight users harvest 0.0604 µW of power in our proposed scheme,
whereas only user ‘1’ harvests 0.68 µW of power and all other users harvest nothing

7We implement the proportionally-fair scheme by performing our algorithm 2 until t corre-
sponds to the minimum energy-harvesting requirements. We note, for feasible problems this
minimum energy-harvesting will be met by a sum power value which is less than the power
budget. Now the excess power after satisfying the minimum energy harvesting requirements is
given to users for more harvesting in such a way of increasing users φk’s proportionally to their
respective gradient values of each user’s energy-harvested.
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in the baseline approach. This highlights the energy harvesting user fairness of
our scheme while ensuring that the information rate requirements of all the users
are satisfied. In the proportionally fair scheme, each user harvests power which
is an amount greater than 0.03 µW. For the full-fairness scheme, all of the users
harvest an equal amount of 0.64 µW irrespective of their channel states. Whereas
in the fairness scheme with fixed weighting factors of 10 for user 3 and 1 for all
other users, user 3 harvests 0.072 µW and all other users harvest 0.72 µW. This
shows the effectiveness of the proposed fairness scheme with weighting factors in
reducing the effect of the limiting user 3 on the energy-harvesting performance of
other users, which has resulted in a 12.5% improvement in energy harvested by all
users except user 3 in comparison with the full-fairness case.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of sum harvested power.

Fig. 3.8 compares the sum power harvested for our proposed max-min energy
harvesting scheme and the baseline scheme. As expected, the sum harvested en-
ergy for both schemes decreases with increasing user rate requirement. This is
because when the user rate requirement is high, more power will be directed to
the information receiver which results in a reduction in the harvested power. It
is noted that the baseline scheme attains a higher sum harvested power compared
to our proposed scheme in evidence to the non-fairness of the baseline approach.
However, as highlighted in Fig. 3.7 this is achieved at the expense of user fair-
ness in energy-harvesting. We also note that the gap in sum power harvested
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between the two schemes decreases with increasing user rate requirement from 20
to 50 bits/OFDMA symbol. This means that our proposed algorithm can achieve
comparable harvesting power with the baseline scheme in high data rate network
scenarios and it achieves this whilst upholding user fairness.
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Figure 3.9: Energy-harvesting fairness equilibrium.

In Fig. 3.9 depicts the energy-harvesting fairness equilibrium solution. We
note that ρk= 0.767 was obtained to be the solution of our fairness framework for
user 5. In the figure, we plot the rate on the left Y -axis and energy harvested by
user 5 on the right Y -axis. The solid logarithmic curve represents the information

capacity for user 5 which is defined as
∑N

n=1 log2

(
1 + (1−ρ5)P finaln h5,n

σ2

)
x5,n. The

power transmitted, P final
n , are determined at the BS by selecting φk (refer (3.20)).

The data transmitted for user 5 is at the rate of 30 bits/OFDM symbol for the
proposed fairness solution. Therefore, user 5 will not gain any increase in rate by
selecting a power-splitting ratio which is lower than its optimal value of 0.767. The
figure shows that decreasing the power-splitting ratio will only result in reducing
the energy harvested. Therefore, user 5 will not try to reduce the power-splitting
ratio from the optimal allocated value. On the other hand, increasing the power-
splitting ratio would help to attain higher energy harvested, but will lead to a
zero information decoding rate. This is an undesirable event for the user as its
minimum rate constraint will not be satisfied. Therefore user 5 will set its power-
splitting ratio to the optimal value to gain the maximum benefit under the rate
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and fairness constraints.

Solutions of the dual optimization problem max-min rate fairness for two
cases in which each user’s minimum energy harvesting requirement of 0.425 µW
and 0.3 µW with the total transmit power budget of 800 mW is depicted in
Fig. 3.10, by implementing Algorithm 3. Individual user energy harvesting re-
quirement Ereq = 0.3 µ W results in a higher value of max-min user rate than that
of Ereq = 0.425 µ W by each user as shown in the figure.
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Figure 3.10: Dual fairness bisection in Algorithm 3.

In Figs. 3.11 and 3.12, we consider the practical feasibility of SWIPT with
power-splitting receivers. In particular, we investigate the power budget and min-
imum user rate that satisfies the minimum state-of-the-art energy harvesting re-
ceiver sensitivity of −30 dBm [22]. In Fig. 3.11, the energy received by each
user for energy harvesting is plotted against the required minimum user rate for
different power budgets. For a minimum user rate of 300 bits/OFDMA symbol,
the figure shows that only the larger power budget of 12.64 W can satisfy the
minimum energy harvesting receiver sensitivity of −30 dBm. The smaller power
budgets of 3.16 W and 6.32 W can only satisfy the lower user rates of 100 or
200 bits/OFDMA symbol. This can be further analyzed as follows. The grouping
stage for all 3 power budgets have the same subchannel and power allocations for
a given minimum user rate. In the scaling stage, the initial power allocated will
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Figure 3.11: Total power variation for practical energy harvesting

be scaled up to reach the respective power budgets. Thus, for the same minimum
rate, the power budget should be increased to satisfy a higher energy harvesting
requirement. Another observation is that the power received for energy harvesting
remains fixed across a certain range of user rates, which justifies our assumption of
using a fixed conversion efficiency ζ. For example, the energy received is approx-
imately fixed at −25 dBm between 100 to 250 bits/OFDMA symbol for a Pbudget
of 6.32 W.

In Fig. 3.12, we consider the power-splitting ratio for different values of min-
imum user rate for a power budget of 6.32 W. We see that the power-splitting
ratio decreases with increasing minimum rate requirement. The figure highlights
the range of minimum user rates for which the power-splitting ratio is neither very
high (close to 1) nor very low (close to 0). We note that the power splitting ratio is
close to zero for a large minimum user rate of 300 bits/ OFDMA. Moreover, from
Fig. 3.11, we recall that the energy harvesting for this power budget is well below
the receiver sensitivity of -30 dBm. On the other hand, the power-splitting value
is very close to one for small minimum user rates of less than 120 bits/OFDMA
symbols, which may not be realizable due to hardware limitations. As such, the
plot highlights the importance of setting the minimum rate requirement for a given
power budget to achieve practical power splitting ratios and satisfy the minimum
energy receiver sensitivity.
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In Fig. 3.13, we investigate the effect of bandwidth on energy harvesting
performance for a fixed power budget of 6.32 W. We consider 3 subchannel band-
widths of 10 MHz (large), 1 MHz (medium) and 0.1 MHz (small). We note that
the communication system operates in the high SNR region which is also desirable
for energy harvesting. As the signal power is higher than the noise power, the
increase in bandwidth (or noise bandwidth) results in an increase in the user rate.
However, we note that there is no improvement in energy harvesting due to the
fact that the graph shifts along the horizontal axis when the bandwidth increases.
The same high amount of energy harvesting (-24.1 dBm) can be obtained in all 3
bandwidth cases. Therefore, our results in Figs. 3.11-3.13 provide useful insights
into the design and optimization of SWIPT OFDMA systems by carefully select-
ing the power budgets and bandwidths to satisfy practical energy harvesting and
minimum user rate requirements.

The preceding numerical simulations were based on a linear energy harvesting
model. Non-linear energy harvesting models are different from linear models in
such a way that energy harvested power ceases to grow or saturate when the input
received power is higher. In [74–76], experiments demonstrated that the non-
linear effect on energy harvesting takes place when the input RF received power
is greater than 30 µW per user. In all of our simulations (and realisations), we
received RF power is less than this saturation point, and therefore, our linear
energy harvesting assumption would then be valid. Furthermore, our fairness
framework helps to avoid such saturation situations, and hence no reduction in
energy harvesting efficiency at higher received power levels.

3.7 Conclusion

We formulated an optimization problem for max-min fairness resource allocation in
wireless information and power transfer OFDMA networks. An efficient algorithm
was proposed and achieves fairness in user energy harvesting while satisfying min-
imum required user rates and maximum power constraints. Power and subchannel
allocations for data transmission only are jointly optimized in the Lagrange dual
domain by exploiting the separability of individual subchannels. Using a grouping
and scaling approach, the remaining unassigned transmit power is then allocated
through the optimization of the power-splitting ratios so that the minimum user
energy harvesting is maximized. This two-stage formulation put the users in a
non-deviating equilibrium state, which we call the energy-harvesting fairness equi-
librium. Furthermore, an algorithm for the dual fairness problem of max-min user
data rate while satisfying minimum user energy harvested and sum power budget
constraints is proposed, which results in a user rate fairness equilibrium. Finally,
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we provide insightful design considerations on the power budget and bandwidths
for implementing practical SWIPT systems.

A detailed analysis of the convergence and optimality of the proposed algo-
rithms is provided. The grouping approach and optimization of power-splitting
ratios is very efficient and can actually be applied after any data-only power and
subchannel allocation stage. The approach for the data-only stage taken in the
paper was to minimize the amount of transmit power needed for data purposes,
so as to maximize what is left for harvesting purposes. While this is not neces-
sarily the globally optimal solution to the original stated fairness problem, it is
a very intuitive approach and makes the optimization problem significantly more
tractable. Future works could consider the impacts of non-linear characteristics
of the power conversion efficiency on SWIPT-OFDMA energy harvesting and user
rate performance. Furthermore, a state of art beamforming-based solution for
practical energy harvesting can be explored further for designing an efficient en-
ergy harvesting and information transfer system.
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Chapter 4

Joint Power and Channel
Allocation for Secure
Simultaneous Wireless
Information and Power Transfer
in OFDMA Networks

In this chapter, we propose a joint power and channel allocation for secure simul-
taneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) in OFDMA networks.
It exploits the benefits of power allocation in Rayleigh fading wireless channel.
The objective of the proposed optimization framework is to maximize the total
harvested power constrained to satisfying minimum information theoretic secrecy
capacity requirement of each legitimate user in the presence of an eavesdropper.
We have also considered the optimization of power splitting ratio as we employed
power splitting based SWIPT system. Joint optimization of power allocation,
subchannel allocation and power splitting ratio is NP-hard. In this chapter, we
propose a practical method for solving the optimization problem as a two stage
optimization problem. More specifically, an optimization problem is formulated
for jointly finding the channel allocation and the corresponding downlink power
transmitted to each user in the first stage. Later, the individual power splitting
ratio of each user is optimized using bisection method. This two stage process is
continued alternatively until the result is converged. We show performance plots
of our algorithm and present comparison plots with a previous work on the same
problem. Unlike the traditional water-filling power allocation in wireless channels,
we analytically obtain the optimal power allocation for the secrecy constrained
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problem from a quadratic power expression. We also provide some plots which
support the advantage of our proposed algorithm technique. Finally, a simulation
is provided for showing that the SWIPT may be practical for energy harvesting
and secure information transfer in wireless OFDMA systems.

4.1 Introduction

Physical layer security in wireless communication systems has drawn immense at-
tention in recent research. The paradigm physical layer security is a mechanism
in which secrecy is achieved by exploiting the physical layer properties of the un-
derlying communication system, such as noise, interference, and the time-varying
nature of fading channels, unlike cryptographic techniques. It is evident that,
physical layer security [28, 29, 77–79] offers an additional level of security on top
of upper-level encryption. It has been studied various approaches for design and
analysis of physical layer security [80] in wireless communication systems, includ-
ing information theoretic, signal processing, game theoretic and graph-theoretic
perspective. The notion of information-theoretic security in wiretap channel was
first introduced by Wyner [30] and the secrecy capacity was defined as the dif-
ference in capacity of legitimate user and that of eavesdropper. According to his
paper, there exists a coding mechanism that achieves perfect secrecy if the data
transmission is carried at secrecy rate. The existence of channel coding that does
not allow eavesdropper to listen in about the transmitted information is proved by
Csiszár and Körner [31]. Another description of physical layer security is carried
out in terms of outage probability for confidential message transmission over wire-
less channels, and it is proposed in [81]. In our work, whenever we refer physical
layer security, we intend to mean secrecy capacity. Next, we are giving some main
techniques for ensuring physical layer security in communication systems.

Beamforming techniques and OFDM based resource allocation techniques are
major strategic directions for ensuring secrecy at the physical layer. A beamform-
ing method for maintaining a threshold signal to interference and noise (SINR) for
information receiver in the presence of energy harvesting eavesdroppers is studied
in [82]. The beamforming vectors can be found using semi-definite programming
(SDP) and S-procedure [37]. In OFDM based methods, subchannels are allocated
among different users in such a way that physical layer security requirements are
achieved. Artificial Noise (AN) aided physical layer security has been found im-
portance in recent literature for OFDMA networks. In order to achieve secrecy
transmission, AN is designed to fall into the null space of the legitimate users, but
at the same time, it interferes with the eavesdropper [47]. The power and subchan-
nel allocations for two users in an OFDM-based broadcast channel are proposed
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in [46]. This could be believed to be the first work with the objective of maxi-
mizing sum secrecy rate. In [83], a more general research framework for resource
allocation in a downlink OFDMA-based broadband network is formulated, where
secure users (SUs) and normal users (NUs) are co-existed: and, the SUs require
secure data transmission at the physical layer while the NUs are served with con-
ventional best-effort data traffic. Our optimization approach is for OFDM based
resource allocation which employs optimization methods for solving the problem.

Energy harvesting has been identified as one of the technological suggestion for
combating energy efficiency challenges in 5th generation (5G) cellular systems [84].
In particular, energy can be harvested from renewable energy resources or radio
frequency transmission (RF) signals. Recently, it has been found the importance
of SWIPT in wireless communication systems, which is capable of information
transmission and RF power transfer. We would like to add that it is needed
advancement in SWIPT systems to overcome the conversion efficiency limitations
of the hardware. The current-state-of-the art RF-DC based energy harvesting
receiver’s sensitivity is−30 dBm [25]. Along with this side, we provide a simulation
that shows SWIPT is practical.

Recently, researchers have started working on both physical layer security
and WIPT systems, and it is believed to be a promising technology for Internet of
Things (IoT) and heterogeneous networks [85, 86]. With equal subchannel power
assumptions, an optimization framework for maximizing the sum harvested power,
subject to minimum individual user secrecy rate was introduced in [48]. We are us-
ing the same system model described in [48]. It would be appropriate to brief their
work as we are highlighting improvements achieved by our algorithm from [48].
Since the NP-hard nature of mixed integer programming problem in [48], the au-
thors proposed two sub-optimal algorithms. In particular, their proposed iterative
algorithm found the subchannel allocation and receiver power splitting ratio in an
alternating way. They also proposed a two-step algorithm for complexity reduc-
tion, the optimal subchannel allocation is obtained first and then carry out the
algorithm for optimal power splitting ratio. One of the key findings of their paper
is that the performance achieved by the iterative algorithm is close to the upper
bound. 1 Another work in the field is resource allocation for WIPT in OFDMA
systems with AN aided physical layer security is proposed in [87].

In this chapter, we formulated an optimization framework to maximize the
total harvested power subject to minimum information-theoretic secrecy capac-
ity requirement of each legitimate user in the presence of an eavesdropper and
sum power constraints. We have considered the same RF signal for both infor-

1The upper bound was obtained by assuming individual power splitting ratio for each sub-
channel level, and power splitting to subchannel level is practically not feasible
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mation receiving and energy harvesting with a power splitting ratio. The main
assumption for resource allocation for a similar system in [48] is equal and fixed
subchannel power. We have noticed that they have not considered power allocation
in Rayleigh fading channel. This motivates us to develop an optimization frame-
work for jointly optimizing power and subchannel allocation, that could result in
better performance. Because of the nature of the resource allocation is NP-hard,
we propose a practical method by dividing the main optimization problem into
two-stages. More specifically, in the first stage, we jointly optimize the subchannel
allocation and the corresponding downlink power transmitted to each user. In the
second stage, the individual power splitting ratio of each user is optimized using a
bisection method until the secrecy requirements of users still hold. This two-stage
process is continued alternatively until the result is converged. To solve the first-
stage optimization problem, a Lagrangian in the dual domain is formulated, and
then we decompose the problem into each subchannel level. The decomposition
makes the solution convergence easier and to reduce the complexity of the combi-
natoric subchannel allocation problem. We will show that the power relationship
for secrecy constrained communication system is quadratic unlike the traditional
water-filling solution for the wireless channel. In order to support the relevance
of our algorithm, we provide comparisons for our results with the results obtained
from the iterative method discussed in [48].

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 contains the
system model. In section 4.3, the resource allocation problem is formulated as an
optimization problem. Section 4.4 provides efficient algorithms for the considered
system. Numerical examples are presented in section 4.5. Finally concluding
remarks are made in section 4.6.

4.2 System Model

Our system model, shown in Fig. 4.1, consists of a downlink OFDMA wireless
information and power transfer network with one transmitting base station (BS),
K legitimate mobile users, and a single eavesdropper. All nodes are equipped
with a single antenna. The BS has confidential messages to send to each of the K
legitimate users, and it requires a minimum secrecy rate Ck for the kth user.

The communication channel between the BS and each user is modelled as a
slowly-fading frequency-selective channel. As a fundamental feature of OFDMA
transmission, the total available bandwidth B is partitioned into N orthogonal
equal-bandwidth subchannels. Let hk,n denote the power gain coefficient from the
BS to user k on the nth subchannel. Likewise, βn denotes the power gain coefficient
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Figure 4.1: System Model: Physical layer security

from the BS to the sole eavesdropper on the nth subchannel.

We assume the BS knows the channel-state information (CSI) of all users,
as well that of the eavesdropper, and can use this information to intelligently
allocate the N subchannels and their power levels to the K users. Although
obtaining the eavesdropper’s CSI at the BS is often not practical, there are cases
where the BS can effectively obtain full CSI. For example, if an eavesdropper
is communicating within an associated network, the BS can obtain information
from this network that can be used to accurately estimate the eavesdropper’s
CSI with the help of advanced signal processing techniques [48]. Obtaining CSI
of a passive eavesdropper is also practical through detecting an eavesdropper’s
local oscillator’s leaked power and mapping it to CSI [88, 89]. Finally, in modern
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communication systems, and in particular from long term evolution (LTE) and
onwards, estimation of CSI has been made possible through BS-level cooperation
known as coordinated multi-point transmission (CoMP). CoMP can be used to
find the CSI of an eavesdropper as follows: In the general context of heterogeneous
networks in 5G systems, all users (including legitimate users and eavesdroppers)
belong to some network, and the BS of the legitimate users can coordinate with
BS serving the eavesdropper(s) in order to calculate the CSI. Furthermore, this is
a widely accepted assumption in the literature on physical layer security [90–94].

There is a total BS transmit power constraint denoted by Ptotal, and a sub-
channel exclusivity constraint in that only one user can be assigned a particular
subchannel during an OFDMA symbol duration. We denote X = {xk,n , ∀ k,∀ n}
to be the set of subchannel assignments, where each xk,n take on either value
1 if the nth subchannel is assigned to user k, and 0 if it is not. We denote
P = (P1 P2 . . . , PN)T to be the subchannel power allocation vector, where Pn rep-
resents the transmit power allocated on subchannel n.

Power 

splitter

Information 

Receiver (IR)

Energy harvesting 

Receiver (ER)

Power eceived 

by user k in 

sub-channel n

Pn h k,n

Pn h k,n
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of SWIPT receiver

All legitimate receivers employ power splitting of their received signal. We
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denote 0 ≤ ρk ≤ 1 to be the energy harvesting ratio in the kth receiver. Therefore,
only the 1−ρk portion of the signal energy is used for data demodulation as shown
in Fig. 4.2. We denote ρ = (ρ1 ρ2 . . . , ρK)T to be the power-splitting ratio vector.
As power splitting is done in the analog domain at the receiver front end, the same
splitting ratio is therefore applied to all subchannels. The power harvested at the
kth receiver is written as

Ek = ζρk

N∑
n=1

Pnhk,n (4.1)

where ζ is the conversion efficiency of the energy harvesting in a receiver.

The secrecy capacity of a legitimate user is defined as the difference in rate
of that user and that of the eavesdropper. For a given subchannel n and user k,
the secrecy capacity is given by [48]

rsk,n = (rk,n − re,n)+

=

[
log2

(
1 +

(1− ρk)Pnhk,n
σ2

)
− log2

(
1 +

Pnβn
σ2

)]+
(4.2)

where rk,n and re,n are the information rates of the legitimate user and eavesdrop-
per, respectively, the function (x)+ represents the operation max{0, x}, and σ2 is
the variance of additive white Gaussian noise variance that we assume to be the
same on all subchannels.

The BS optimizes X, P and all ρk in order to maximize an objective function
subject to constraints given in the next section. The BS is then able to communi-
cate these optimized parameters to each user, followed by continuous information
transmission.

4.3 Proposed optimization framework

Under the power splitting SWIPT scheme, our goal is to maximize the total power
harvested subject to ensure the individual user secrecy rate for each user by jointly
optimizing the subchannel allocations and powers and the power splitting ratio at
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each receiver. This optimization can be written as:

maximize
X,P,ρ

ζ
K∑
k=1

ρk

N∑
n=1

Pnhk,n (4.3)

subject to
N∑
n=1

xk,nr
s
k,n ≥ Ck, k = 1, . . . , K. (C1)

N∑
n=1

Pn ≤ Ptotal. (C2)

0 ≤ ρk ≤ 1, k = 1, . . . , K. (C3)

xk,n ∈ {0, 1}. (C4)

K∑
k=1

xk,n ≤ 1, ∀n (C5)

Constraint (C1) is the physical-layer secrecy rate requirement, where Ck is the
minimum secrecy rate requirement of user k. The total transmit power constraint
is represented by (C2), the total power transmitted by the BS is limited to a
maximum of Ptotal. Constraint (C3) enforces that the power splitting ratio takes
on values in the range from 0 to 1. Constraints (C4)–(C5) ensure the subchannel
exclusivity constraint where only one user can be allocated a subchannel at a given
time.

The subchannel allocation variable X makes the optimization problem in
(4.3) combinatoric and hence it is a NP-hard problem. Therefore it is complex
to directly solve. However, for a given subchannel allocation, we can prove the
convexity of this optimization problem with respect to the variables P and ρ
jointly.2 An alternative approach is to use a Lagrangian and solve the problem in
the dual domain.3

However, as similarly noted in [48], the above problem is still very difficult
to solve in the dual domain due to a lack of separability4 [65, 66]. Specifically, the
objective function does not satisfy the separability property because of the power
splitting ratio ρk term, which couples the subchannel assignments and associated

2Detailed analysis of convexity is given in appendix A.
3In many multi-carrier communications problems, a dual-domain approach is proven to be

efficient when we can decompose the dual objective into subchannel level and optimize individ-
ually [67].

4In separable optimization problem, the objective (dual) can be decomposed into a sum of
simpler functions that can be optimized independently. Then we can find optimum value by
minimizing or maximizing each function independently.
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powers for a given user. Therefore, in a similar fashion as [48], we split the prob-
lem to allow for separability by considering two subproblems. The first jointly
optimizes X and P for a fixed ρ using Lagrangian techniques, while the second
optimizes ρ for fixed X and P using a bisection method.

4.3.1 Optimization of Subchannel and Power Allocations

In this subproblem, the ρk’s are fixed and no longer a variable, and the objective
function in (4.3) becomes separable. We can now focus on jointly optimizing X
and P, but note that the discrete nature of the subchannel allocation xk,n’s (binary
variables) still render the reduced problem as mixed-integer and non-convex.

Dual Problem Formulation

The Lagrange function for the first subproblem is given by,

L(P ,X,µ, λ) =ζ
K∑
k=1

ρk

N∑
n=1

Pnhk,n +
K∑
k=1

µk

(
N∑
n=1

xk,nr
s
k,n − Ck

)

+ λ

(
Ptotal −

N∑
n=1

Pn

)
, (4.4)

where µ= (µ1, µ2 . . . µk . . . µK)T and λ are the non-negative Lagrange multipliers
for the secrecy constraints in (C1) and the total power constraint in (C2), respec-
tively.

The dual objective function can then be written as

g(µ, λ) = max
X,P

L(P ,X,µ, λ) (4.5)

and the dual optimization problem is

min
µ≥0 , λ≥0

g(µ, λ) (4.6)

Substituting (4.4) into (4.5) and separating terms, we can rewrite the dual objec-
tive function as:

g(µ, λ) = max
X,P

K∑
k=1

N∑
n=1

(
ζρkPnhk,n + µkxk,nr

s
k,n

)
−

K∑
k=1

µkCk + λ

(
Ptotal −

N∑
n=1

Pn

)
(4.7)
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The separability is exposed in this form, and we can further rewrite the dual
objective function as:

g(µ, λ) =
N∑
n=1

ǵn(µ, λ)−
K∑
k=1

µkCk + λPtotal (4.8)

where

ǵn(µ, λ) = max
X,P

{
K∑
k=1

(
ζρkPnhk,n + µkxk,nr

s
k,n

)
− λPn

}
(4.9)

The result is the decomposition of the dual Lagrange objective function into N
independent optimization problems (each corresponding to a single subchannel),
and evaluating g(µ, λ) now requires O(NK) complexity. We note that this de-
composition is only possible because of the fixed power splitting ratio assumption
taking initially in this subproblem.

Evaluating the Dual Objective Function

Evaluating (4.9) for a given subchannel determines the optimal assigned user and
associated power allocated. This requires enumerating the K possible combina-
tions for that subchannel, each assuming that the associated user is the optimal
choice. In doing so, we define P k

n to be the power allocated on the nth subchannel
assuming user k is assigned that subchannel.5. This removes xk,n from (4.8) and
we rewrite it as:

g′n(µ, λ) = max
k

max
Pkn

(
µkr

s
k,n − λP k

n +
K∑
k=1

ζρkP
k
nhk,n

)
= max

k
max
Pkn

w′n,k(P
k
n , µk, λ). (4.10)

We first evaluate the inner maximization problem, which is a concave function of
P k
n , by applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition, i.e.,

0 =
dw′n,k
dP k

n

= ζρkhk,n + µk
drsk,n
dP k

n

− λ (4.11)

5By taking the subchannel assumption, we remove the discrete variable xk,n. That in turn,
remove the non-convexity associated with the discrete channel allocation variable. Or in other
words, we find the optimal P k

n ’s for the convex problem given in (4.10)
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Using the equation for secrecy capacity in (4.2) in the evaluation of
drsk,n
dPkn

results
in

0 = ζρkhk,n − λ+
µk

ln(2)

(
(1− ρk)hk,n

σ2 + (1− ρk)P k
nhk,n

− βn
σ2 + P k

nβn

)
(4.12)

Rearranging terms results in the following quadratic function of P k
n :

AP k
n

2
+BP k

n + C = 0 (4.13)

where

A = ln(2)hk,nβn(1− ρk) (λ− ζρkhk,n) (4.14)

B = σ2 ln(2)(βn + (1− ρk)hk,n)(λ− ζρkhk,n) (4.15)

C = σ4ln(2)(λ− ζρkhk,n)− µkσ2((1− ρk)hk,n − βn) (4.16)

The two roots of the quadratic expression (4.13) are given by

P̂ k
n =
−B ±

√
B2 − 4AC

2A
(4.17)

However, there will be one positive real root, and this (single) optimal power P̂ k
n

for all k that maximizes w′n,k(µk, λ) by evaluating6

P̂ k
n = max

(
−B +

√
B2 − 4AC

2A
,
−B −

√
B2 − 4AC

2A

)
(4.18)

where max( · ) is the maximum value inside the max function.

The outer maximization in (4.10) can now be evaluated to find the optimal
user k∗ for the nth subchannel:

k∗ = arg max
k

(
ζρkP̂

k
nhk,n + µkr

s
k,n − λP̂ k

n

)
(4.19)

6On the further analysis on the coefficients of the quadratic expression reveals the following.
Both A and B have the same sign because of the term (λ − ζρkhk,n). And for having a real
positive root, the sign of C must be opposite sign of A and B. It can be shown that for real
roots, the two roots will be of opposite signs. Therefore we use the max( · ) function to select
the real positive root as given in (4.18).
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We can now express the optimal allocation for subchannel n as

x∗k,n =

{
1 if k = k∗

0 otherwise
(4.20)

P ∗n = P̂ k∗

n (4.21)

This allocation is done for all N subchannels in order to determine the optimal
subchannel and power allocations for a given (µ, λ).

Lemma 1

Even though the subchannel n was allocated to user k, there will be no power get

allocated to subchannel n for user k, if ((1− ρk)hk,n − βn) ≤ σ2ln(2)(λ−ζρkhk,n)
µk

Proof. In order to have a positive secrecy rate, the power received for information
decoding at the legitimate user should be greater than the that at the eavesdropper.
Using the equation (4.2), this condition for user k on the subchannel n can be
written as

(1− ρk)hk,n > βn (4.22)

The above equation is the basic requirement to have a non zero secrecy capacity.
Next we evaluate the condition for optimal power allocation to satisfy the secrecy
capacity constraints for our joint power and subchannel allocations.

The term in (4.12),
(

(1−ρk)hk,n
σ2+(1−ρk)Pknhk,n

− βn
σ2+Pknβn

)
is > 0. This can be obtained

by cross-multiplying the denominator terms and rearrange to form a single fraction
term, and then apply (4.22). Therefore, from the equation (4.12), we can comment
on the sign of the term ζρkhkn − λ, i.e,

ζρkhkn − λ < 0 or λ− ζρkhkn > 0 (4.23)

From the equation (4.23), we infer that both A and B terms in the quadratic power
expression are positive numbers. In order to have a real positive power allocation,
the coefficient C must be a negative number (i.e, the opposite sign of A and B).
Applying C < 0 yields

σ4ln(2)(λ− ζρkhk,n) < µkσ
2((1− ρk)hk,n − βn) (4.24)
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After rearranging the terms,

((1− ρk)hk,n − βn) >
σ2ln(2)(λ− ζρkhk,n)

µk
(4.25)

The condition (4.25) quantifies how much should be the minimum difference be-
tween the effective information channel state7 in power sense between the legiti-
mate user and eavesdropper. Therefore, if the condition (4.25) is not met, then no
power will be allocated. �

Minimizing the Dual Objective Function

After maximizing the Lagrangian to determine (4.5), the Lagrange multipliers
(µ,λ) need to be updated to converge to the solution of the dual optimiza-
tion problem in (4.6). The discrete nature of the subchannel allocation results
in a non-continuously-differentiable objective function, and therefore the ellip-
soid method [37, 67] is chosen for updating the Lagrange multiplier vector Λ =
(µ1, µ2, µ3, . . . , µK , λ)T . The corresponding subgradient vector used to update
the multipliers is given by,

s =
[ N∑
n=1

x1,nr
s
1,n − C1,

N∑
n=1

x2,nr
s
2,n − C2, . . .

N∑
n=1

xK,nr
s
K,n − CK , Ptotal −

N∑
n=1

Pn

]
(4.26)

4.3.2 Optimization of Energy Harvesting Ratios

The second subproblem uses the results of the subchannel and power allocations
done in the first subproblem, and then we update power splitting ratios to achieve
additional energy harvesting. Following the first subproblem, the secrecy rates
may exceed the minimum rate constraint, and an increase to a user’s harvesting
ratio may still satisfy the minimum secrecy rate constraint. In order to maximise
each user’s harvesting, a bisection approach, similar to that of [48], is used to
search for a ρk value for each user where the secrecy rate exceeds the constraint
within only a small tolerance ε.

7The term ’effective information channel state’ is adopted because of the power splitting for
energy harvesting. Thus, the effective information channel state for user k on the subchannel n
is (1− ρk)hk,n.
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4.4 Proposed Algorithm

The proposed centralized optimization algorithm for the first subproblem is sum-
marized in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Proposed Algorithm

1: Intialize ρ, Fix C, Ptotal.
2: while the solution is not converged , do
3: Initialize µ, λ.
4: while the ellipsoid is not converged , do
5: Find rsk,n using (4.2),

6: Find P̂ k
n using (4.18),

7: Obtain x∗k,n & P ∗n using (3.13) and (5.5),
8: Update µ & λ using Ellipsoid method,

9: return x∗k,n & P ∗n ,
10: Do Algorithm 2.

11: returnthe optimal values for xk,n , Pn, & ρk

Algorithm 5 Bisection Method for finding optimal ρ

1: . X∗ & P ∗n are obtained from Algorithm 4.
2: for each user k do
3: Initialize ρLk = ρ and ρUk = 1 . ρ is the value used in algorithm 4.
4: loop
5: ρoptk = (ρLk + ρUk )/2
6: Recalculate rsk,n with ρk as ρoptk

7: if rsk,n > Ck then

8: ρLk = ρoptk

9: else
10: ρUk = ρoptk

11: if rsk,n − Ck < ε then
End Loop

12: return ρoptk

In the first part of our proposed algorithm, we have considered the optimiza-
tion problem with fixing the value of ρ for finding optimized values for P and X
jointly. This solution is optimal for the given value of ρ. We then optimize ρ
to allowing users to have more energy harvesting by doing a bisection method as
given in Algorithm 5. Again we perform the joint subchannel and power alloca-
tions with the new power splitting ratios that are obtained from the result of the
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Algorithm 5. This process of finding X and P and then ρ will be continued until
the result is converged.

Ellipsoidal method [37] is employed for the localization of solution and we
update the Lagrange Multipliers (µs and λ) for the dual problem (4.6). The
subgradients used to update the Lagrange multipliers are given in (4.26).

Now we talk about complexity of Algorithm 4. For steps 4 to 6 in Algorithm
4 is O(KN), since it has to run for N subchannels for K users. The complexity for
the bisection in step 10 is O(K). We note that the gradient based algorithms has
polynomially bounded size [37, 70]. Overall complexity of Algorithm 4 including
the ellipsoidal update in step 8 is O(K3N) [70].

4.5 Numerical Examples

Wireless OFDMA downlink system with N = 128 subchannels is considered for
the simulation. Channels for each user are generated independently from Rayleigh
distribution with an exponentially-decaying power profile [95] with number of taps
determined by the coherence bandwidth of the channel or rms delay spread [71].
The typical value for rms delay spread for indoor applications is, στ=10 ns. The
rms delay spread and coherence bandwidth are related by, Bc = 1

5στ
[72]. Modeling

of path loss is incorporated by taking the value of path loss exponent as 2.7 and
power splitting ratio at each user side ζ is taken as 0.75.

In Fig. 4.3, we show the convergence plot of the sum power harvested for our
proposed Algorithm 4 for one of the passes of the ellipsoidal update (steps 4-9).
We observe the sum energy-harvested converges after on an average 500 ellipsoidal
update iterations, specifically to a value of 1.1275µW in the Fig. 4.3. We note that
the value of the sum power harvested will be higher after performing the bisection
of power splitting ratios.

The final value of sum power harvested after performing our Algorithm 4 for
varying number of users (K) is plotted in Fig. 4.4. We infer from the figure that
the sum power harvested increases with an increase in the number of users. The
increase in the number of users would lead to increase the degree of freedom to
allocate power in a better manner, and thus algorithm’s solution yields better sum
energy harvesting results. We note that the Ptotal value was fixed at 1 W for all
the different number of users cases.
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Figure 4.3: Convergence plot of proposed Algorithm 4
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Figure 4.4: Sum harvested power versus total number of users (K)
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In Fig. 4.5, we plot sum power harvested versus the number of OFDM sub-
channels (N) for the SWIPT system of K=8 and Ptotal= 1 W. We observe that
the sum harvested power initially increases with an increase in the number of sub-
channels and then cease to grow or saturates for a sufficient enough number of
total subchannels. We note that the bandwidth remains fixed while increasing
number of subchannels. Therefore, for smaller values of N , because of more de-
gree of freedom to allocate power to many subchannels, the sum power harvested
increases with an increase in N . Again, this plot shows the benefit of using suffi-
cient enough subchannels for making use of power allocation possibilities in fading
channels. Here, by calling ’sufficient enough’, we mean the number of subchannels
for a fixed number of users enough to satisfy the secrecy capacity constraints of
the SWIPT system.
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Figure 4.5: Number of subchannels versus total harvested power for fixed number
of users

Fig. 4.6 gives the percentage improvement in the sum harvested power ob-
tained after using our proposed algorithm from the iterative algorithm described
in the paper [48]. We note that the iterative algorithm in the paper [48] achieves
performance close to upper bound than any other algorithms discussed in the same
paper. For all different number of users cases, we plotted the performance improve-
ment for the minimum secrecy capacity requirement of 5 bits/OFDM symbol and
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the total transmitting power of 1 W. From the figure, we observe that we were
able to obtain improvement in sum power harvested by performing the joint power
and subchannel allocation as the way we did in our algorithm if the number of
users below 10. As the number of users goes up, there is a high chance of getting
a good (user) channel for almost all subchannels to satisfy the secrecy capacity
requirements; thereby the performance is more or less the same as the existing
iterative algorithm in [48].
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Figure 4.6: Improvement obtained over the equal power allocation

Fig. 4.7 depicts the channel states for 3 legitimate users case over 128 subchan-
nels. The corresponding transmit power allocated for each subchannel is shown in
Fig.4.8. Apparently, some of the subchannels have got allocated with no power,
that is resulted by allocating power to better channels in the point of our optimiza-
tion formulation sense. More specifically, the subchannels with no power allocated
are those subchannels that don’t satisfy the condition (4.25) for the secure SWIPT
system. Thus our proposed algorithm implemented the power allocation in fading
channels rather than any algorithm which treats all subchannels with equal power.
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Our algorithm Algorithm in [48]

Running
time (s) : 0.6902 1.0246

Objective
value (W) : 1.208×10−5 0.9980×10−5

Table 4.1: Performance Comparison

Table 4.1 summarizes the advantage of our algorithm. The performance com-
parison is done for N=128, K=8, Ptotal= 1 W, and each user secrecy requirement
of 5 bits/OFDM symbol. Our algorithm achieves a higher sum power-harvested
than the scheme in [48]. Also, our algorithm is quicker in arriving at the final solu-
tion. We note that the running time recorded is from MATLAB, and the running
time depends on the machines, however, the table gives an idea of how relatively
the run time of different algorithms.
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Figure 4.9: Performance comparisons of algorithms for total harvested power

In Fig. 4.9, total harvested power is compared for the algorithm in [48] with
our proposed algorithm. The advantage of our proposed algorithm of achieving a
better objective value can be observed in the bar graph, for two different channel
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realizations with the number of users fixed at 5. Again, for 1 W total transmit
power and each user secrecy requirement of 5 bits/OFDMA symbol.
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Figure 4.10: Practical SWIPT energy-harvesting by users

In Fig. 4.10, we show the bar graph for the power received for energy-harvesting
by each user. A reference power level of −30 dBm is highlighted on the graph,
which corresponds to the practical receiver’s sensitivity for energy signals. For
the considered power budget of 1 W and user minimum user secrecy rate of 5
bits/OFDMA symbols, all the users received energy signals above the sensitivity
level as shown in the figure. We would like to comment that we may have to ad-
just the power budget or minimum secrecy rate requirements to make the SWIPT
practical.

4.6 Conclusion

We formulated an optimization framework for the joint allocation of subchannel
and power for secure SWIPT in OFDMA networks. A centralized optimization
algorithm is presented which aimed to maximize sum harvested power while guar-
anteeing a minimum secrecy rate for each user. We analysed the nature of power
allocation for secrecy constraint SWIPT. The advantage of the joint allocation
scheme is highlighted in simulation results. Comparison results for our proposed
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algorithm and previous work are also included. Using simulation, we showed that
SWIPT is practical for the receiver consists of energy-harvesting and secure infor-
mation decoding circuits.
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Part II

Game-theoretic Frameworks for
Resource Allocation for Wireless

Energy-Harvesting and
Communication
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Chapter 5

Game-Theoretic Framework for
Downlink Energy Harvesting in a
Multiuser OFDMA SWIPT
Systems

In this chapter, we propose a novel game-theoretic framework for simultaneous
wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) in a multiuser orthogonal fre-
quency division multiple access (OFDMA) system. A Stackelberg game is formu-
lated to find the base station (BS) transmit powers for each OFDMA subchannel
and the receiver power splitting ratio for each user, and the Stackelberg equilibrium
(SE) solution for the game is derived. Users and the BS act as rational players,
trying to maximize their respective utilities which are defined as the downlink
sum rate for the BS and energy harvested for the users. In the proposed game,
the users play the role of multiple leaders with their respective power splitting
ratios as their strategies. The BS strategy is to determine the subchannel power
allocation which is the best response to the users’ power splitting ratios. Although
the proposed Stackelberg game formulation can be applied to any OFDMA sub-
channel allocation, we highlight a subchannel allocation based on the Lagrangian
optimization of minimizing the total BS transmit power subject to minimum user
rate constraints. The existence and uniqueness of the SE in the proposed game are
proven. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm convergences quickly
after only a few iterations. Numerical examples are presented to highlight that
our proposed algorithm can provide higher sum rates and harvested energy com-
pared to conventional non-game-theoretic schemes in multiuser OFDMA SWIPT
systems.
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5.1 Introduction

Energy harvesting has garnered much attention recently due to the need for energy-
efficient ultra-dense mobile cellular networks and IoT/sensor networks. An attrac-
tive energy harvesting strategy is simultaneous wireless information and power
transfer (SWIPT) which can provide a more reliable source of energy based on
radio-frequency (RF) signals compared to other sources such as solar, wind, and
tides [27, 51]. A key advantage of SWIPT is that the RF broadcast signal can be
used to carry information to specific users while other users can harvest energy
from the same signal. The receivers for SWIPT users should be equipped with
circuits for energy harvesting in addition to the demodulation and equalization
circuits for information transfer. As such, orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM) for user subchannels is considered to be an attractive candidate
for WIPT due to the flexibility in user rate allocations and simpler equalization
circuits for OFDM.

Previous works on SWIPT optimization considered multiple antenna beam-
forming [49] and OFDMA-based resource allocation [48,51,52,73]. In [49], a max-
min energy harvesting multiple transmit antenna beamforming optimization was
considered for secure wireless communications with information receivers and en-
ergy receivers. The authors exploited semidefinite programming (SDP) to optimize
the max-min user rate fairness with power and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ra-
tio (SINR) constraints. In [51], OFDMA-based resource allocation in power split-
ting SWIPT was developed for energy efficiency optimization while satisfying a
minimum rate. The authors in [51] performed a convex function approximation of
the non-convex objective function for subchannel, transmit power and power split-
ting ratio optimization, and used fractional programming and dual decomposition
methods. In [48], a suboptimal two-stage algorithm for optimizing subchannel al-
location and power splitting ratios was proposed to maximize the total secrecy rate
in a power splitting SWIPT OFDMA system. A game-theoretic solution for en-
ergy efficiency maximization was proposed in [52] to optimize the transmit power
allocation for small cell users coexisting with macro cells users in SWIPT OFDMA
systems. In our previous work [73], we proposed a non-game-theoretic optimiza-
tion to achieve user fairness in terms of energy harvesting. There we maximize the
minimum energy harvested by an user while satisfying minimum user rate and the
total power constraints in the BS.

In this chapter, a Stackelberg game is proposed for downlink power alloca-
tion and for determining the user power splitting ratios in a multiuser OFDMA
SWIPT. In the proposed game, users act as multiple leaders and the BS acts as
follower and play to decide their respective strategies of power splitting ratio and
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transmit power. In the game, users declare their individual power splitting ratios
and the BS responds with its downlink power allocation, with the aim of max-
imizing their respective utilities of harvested energy and sum-rate respectively.
Furthermore, a sum power budget and minimum user rate requirements are taken
into consideration while maximizing the utility of the BS. The proposed game-
theoretic framework can be directly applied to any pre-allocated subchannels. In
this chapter, we show that a Lagrangian optimization method in which users’ min-
imum rates are achieved with a minimum total power is well suited to maximize
the BS utility in the proposed game.

The novelty of our proposed solution is that both BS and users can take
part in decision making in the downlink of the multiuser OFDMA SWIPT, and
also the users act as multiple leaders. We assume users will have requested a
minimum information rate and the BS will be paid according to the sum rate
allocated provided the minimum rate requirements are met. The justification for
choosing users as leaders as follows. In the SWIPT systems, the energy level is very
critical for the operation of user-device. Therefore, we model users as dominant
market power players (leaders) in the decision making of the game. Then the
problem would be whether the users declare their respective power splitting ratio
truthfully to the BS or not. Definitely over-reporting and setting a lower power
splitting ratio will result in lower energy-harvesting. On the other hand, under-
reporting and setting a higher power splitting ratio will be a benefit for energy-
harvesting, but the information will not be decoded at the user as it would lead to
higher information rate than the actual capacity. The main idea of power splitting
SWIPT is that it accomplishes simultaneous information and power transfer, and
this plays a crucial role in delay constrained services. Therefore, users will not
prefer to risk information decoding by under-reporting the power splitting ratio.

In an environment with rational players, there should be some policy to lock
the users in an equilibrium state, otherwise, they could deviate from the allo-
cated strategies for their own individual benefit. We know that in our previous
formulation [73], an equilibrium for the users was achieved from the policy de-
cided by the BS using optimization principle as it was a solution to max-min
optimization of the amount of energy harvested by each user. However, due to the
max-min formulation, our proposal in [73] does not attain maximum sum energy
harvested. On the other hand, maximizing the sum energy harvested optimization
problem while satisfying the total power and the minimum user rate constraints
is a non-convex optimization, and the corresponding algorithm can be proven to
be NP-hard. Therefore, solving the problem by approximating the non-convex
function as a convex one or splitting the main problem into different sub-stages
will not result in an equilibrium solution.
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In contrast, in the proposed Stackelberg framework, we show that the solu-
tions for the power splitting ratios and power allocation results in a SE which
puts the players in an equilibrium. Here the BS ensures the minimum rate re-
quirements of the users, and users can set their utility to their individual amount
of energy harvested. Therefore, our proposed solution attains higher sum energy
harvested than the non-game-theoretic fair energy-harvesting equilibrium achieved
in [73]. The proof of existence and uniqueness of the proposed SE are discussed
in detail in this chapter. Numerical examples are provided to show the benefit in
terms of total energy harvested by all the users and the achieved sum rate for our
proposed game-theoretic solution compared to the non-game-theoretic fair opti-
mization proposed in [73]. Numerical examples are provided which show that our
proposed algorithm for Stackelberg game converges quickly with a few bisection
iterations. We highlight that our game theoretic framework results in a higher and
more stable sum rate and energy harvested compared to the standard optimization
approach of [73] over a wide range of minimum rate requirements and number of
users in the system.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 contains the system
model for game-theoretic iteration among users and the BS. In section 5.3, down-
link power allocation and user power splitting ratios are solved by formulating a
Stackelberg game. Section 5.4 provides insights on the existence and uniqueness
of the proposed SE. Numerical examples highlighting the effectiveness of the pro-
posed game-theoretic solution are given in section 5.5. Finally concluding remarks
are made in section 5.6.

5.2 System Model

As shown in Fig. 5.1, we consider a downlink OFDMA wireless information and
power transfer network with one transmitting base station (BS) and K mobile
users. The communication channel between the BS and each user is modeled as
a slow Rayleigh-fading frequency-selective channel. To support OFDMA trans-
mission, the total available bandwidth B is partitioned into N orthogonal equal-
bandwidth subchannels where hk,n denotes the channel gain from the BS to user
k on the nth subchannel, and it includes fading and distance-dependent pathloss.

There is a total BS transmit power constraint denoted by Pbudget, and a sub-
channel exclusivity constraint that only one user can be allocated a particular sub-
channel during an OFDMA symbol duration. We denote X = {xk,n , ∀ k,∀ n} to
be the set of subchannel allocation, where each xk,n take on either value 1 if the nth
subchannel is allocated to user k, and 0 if it is not. We denote P = {P1, P2 . . . , PN}
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Figure 5.1: System model.

to be the subchannel power allocation vector, where Pn represents the transmit
power allocated on subchannel n. We consider that all receivers employ power
splitting of their received signals. We denote 0 ≤ ρk ≤ 1 to be the power splitting
ratio in the kth receiver and define the vector ρ = {ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρK}. As such, the
energy Ek harvested at the kth receiver across all the N subchannels is defined as1

Ek = ζρk

N∑
n=1

Pnhk,n, (5.1)

where ζ is the conversion efficiency of the energy harvesting in a receiver.

The remaining 1 − ρk portion of the signal energy is used for data demod-
ulation. Therefore, the information capacity of user k on subchannel n is given

1The equation (5.1) represents power. In this chapter, we use the terms power and energy
interchangeably.
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by

rk,n = log2

(
1 +

(1− ρk)Pnhk,n
σ2

)
, (5.2)

where, σ2 is the additive white Gaussian noise variance.

For critical delay-constrained applications, we consider that the users request
a minimum downlink data rate from the BS which is denoted by Rmin

k according
to,

N∑
n=1

rk,nxk,n ≥ Rmin
k , ∀ k. (5.3)

It is well known that jointly optimizing power and subchannel allocations
and power splitting ratios is NP-hard [48]. Therefore, we propose in our OFDMA
SWIPT system, a Stackelberg game formulation after adopting a suitable pre-
allocated subchannel method. In the following, we adopt a Lagrangian optimiza-
tion based subchannel allocation formulated as below

min
X,P

N∑
n=1

Pn, (5.4)

subject to (5.3),

which satisfies the minimum rate requirements of the users with the objective of
minimizing total power required for only meeting the rate requirements. There-
fore, the optimization problem (5.4) is formulated for no energy harvesting. This
approach was previously considered in [73] as the ‘grouping’ subchannel allocation
in which the BS determines the groups of subchannels to be allocated to each user.
The boundary-valued optimization problem in (5.4) can be solved optimally using
dual problem formulation with the Lagrangian as

L(P ,X,µ) =
N∑
n=1

Pn −
K∑
k=1

µk

(
N∑
n=1

rk,nxk,n −Rmin
k

)
,

where µk’s are Lagrange multipliers for the minimum-rate constraints. The anal-
ysis of this grouping allocation is detailed in [73]. The solution of the subchannel
allocation is as follows,

x∗k,n =

{
1 if k = k∗

0 otherwise,
(5.5)
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where k∗ = arg mink(P
k
n − µkrk,n), P k

n =
[
µk

ln(2)
− σ2

hk,n

]+
, and [a]+ = max{0, a}.

A justification for this subchannel allocation in favor of the BS utility will be
further discussed in the next section after the Stackelberg game is introduced.

5.3 Stackelberg Game for Downlink power al-

location and user power splitting ratios in

OFDMA SWIPT

Based on the pre-allocated subchannels, we proceed to formulate the Stackelberg
game to determine the downlink power allocation for the BS and power splitting
ratios for the users. In the proposed game, we consider the users as multiple
leaders with their strategy for ρ and the BS as a follower with a strategy for P .
The BS generates profit by allocating rates to users in the downlink and users are
benefited by maximizing the energy harvested.

The Utility of BS and Users

We define the BS utility as

UBS =
K∑
k=1

N∑
n=1

rk,nxk,n (5.6)

BS (follower) level problem can be written as:

max
P

UBS.

subject to (5.3),

N∑
n=1

Pn ≤ Pbudget,

(5.7)

Where Pbudget represents the maximum sum transmit power. The goal of the BS is
to maximize its utility by maximizing the achievable sum rates while considering
the total transmit power constraint and minimum individual user rate require-
ments.
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We define the kth user’s utility as

Uk = Ek, ∀ k. (5.8)

Users (leaders) level game can be written as

max
ρk

Uk, ∀k. (5.9)

Users play the game with the aim of maximizing energy harvesting.

The dynamics of the proposed Stackelberg game can be viewed as follows.
The act of maximizing each user’s utility by increasing its power splitting ratio
has a conflicting interest to the BS utility, as the UBS decreases with increasing ρ
for a particular transmit power and subchannel allocation. The opposing nature of
the actions of players will lock the solution at an equilibrium state where there will
not be any incentives for the players to deviate from the equilibrium strategies.
Along with this, the BS attempts to maximize its utility by implementing optimal
allocation of subchannel and its corresponding transmit power. The optimization
of subchannel and power allocation by the BS adds another layer of dynamics to
the game-theoretic formulation.

5.3.1 Stackelberg Game Solution

Users declare their respective power splitting ratios, and the subchannel transmit
power allocation is determined as the BS strategy. The Stackelberg game can be
solved using backward induction [96]. Therefore, we start by solving the follower
level problem in the dual domain by defining the Lagrangian of the BS’s utility as

LBS(P , z, λ) =
K∑
k=1

N∑
n=1

rk,nxk,n + λ

(
Pbudget −

N∑
n=1

Pn

)

+
K∑
k=1

zk

(
N∑
n=1

rk,nxk,n −Rmin
k

)
(5.10)

=
K∑
k=1

(1 + zk)
N∑
n=1

rk,nxk,n −
K∑
k=1

zkR
min
k + λ

(
Pbudget −

N∑
n=1

Pn

)
,

(5.11)
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where λ is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the power budget constraint,
and zk’s are the Lagrange multipliers for minimum rate requirements by the users.2

In the proposed game, the BS finds the optimal power allocation based on the
declared user power splitting ratio ρ by maximizing (5.11). The optimal transmit
power on subchannel n can be found as follows,

0 =
dLBS
dPn

=
K∑
k=1

(1 + zk)
drk,n
dPn

xk,n − λ, (5.12)

which, after substituting the derivative of (5.2) results in

0 =
K∑
k=1

(1 + zk)
(1− ρk)hk,n

ln(2)(σ2 + (1− ρk)Pnhk,n)
xk,n − λ. (5.13)

Assuming that subchannel n is allocated to user k∗, i.e, xk∗,n = 1, and for all other
users xk,n = 0 (this is known after the subchannel allocation X is done), we can
proceed to re-express (5.13) by considering the user subchannel exclusivity as,

0 =
(1 + zk∗) (1− ρk∗)hk∗,n

ln(2)(σ2 + (1− ρk∗)Pnhk∗,n)
− λ. (5.14)

After some further mathematical manipulation, the optimal power allocation is
given by

P ∗n =

[
(1 + zk∗)

ln(2)λ
− σ2

(1− ρk∗)hk∗,n

]+
, ∀ n. (5.15)

We will discuss the methods for updating the dual variable later in this section
under the subsection Algorithm.

In the Stackelberg game, the leaders’ (users’) strategy ρk are the best response
to the BS transmit power allocation. To find the best response for the users, we

2We note that, the problem in (5.7) a generalized Nash equilibrium (GNE) problem. However,
for our game as the total power and minimum rate constraints are not directly coupled to all
the players. The Stackelberg formulation helps to tackle the difficulties in solution finding of the
GNE by considering the constraints in the utility of the follower like the Lagrangian formulation.
Specifically, the BS will take care of the constraints in its utility, and this has an effect on the
leaders’ actions. Thus, the solution of the proposed game will be the SE.
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substitute (5.15) in (5.8). The user utility now can be written as

Uk = ζρk

N∑
n=1

([
(1 + zk∗)

ln(2)λ
− σ2

(1− ρk∗)hk∗,n

]+
hk,n

)
, ∀ k. (5.16)

Based on how the subchannels are allocated, the best response ρk for maxi-
mizing (5.16) can be evaluated for two cases as follows.

Case I: User k is allocated with at least one subchannel

For this case, some of the k∗s are the same as k. The best response is obtained by
differentiating (5.16) with respect to ρk and using (5.15) which results in

0 = ζ

N∑
n=1

Pnhk,n −
ζρkσ

2

(1− ρk)2
N∑
n=1

xk,n, (5.17)

ρk
(1− ρk)2

=

N∑
n=1

Pnhk,n

σ2
N∑
n=1

xk,n

. (5.18)

We would like to highlight that the term ρk
(1−ρk)2

monotonically increases with

ρk, and therefore, in reference to (5.18), we note that ρk and the total number

of subchannels allocated to the user
(∑N

n=1 xk,n

)
are inversely related. After

rearranging (5.18), we derive a quadratic expression in ρk given by

Akρ
2
k − (2Ak + 1)ρk + Ak = 0, (5.19)

where Ak is given by

Ak =

N∑
n=1

Pnhk,n

σ2
N∑
n=1

xk,n

. (5.20)

Only one of the roots of (5.19) satisfies 0 ≤ ρk ≤ 1 which means that the best
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response for user k is given by

ρ∗k = 1 +
1

2Ak
−
√

4Ak + 1

2Ak
, ∀ k in Case I. (5.21)

Case II: User k is allocated with no subchannels

For this case none of the k∗s is k. Therefore, the best response for user k is given
by 3

ρ∗k = 1, ∀ k in Case II. (5.22)

5.3.2 More on the Grouping Subchannel Allocation from
the view of BS’s Utility

Here we provide some further justification for adopting the subchannel allocation
optimization problem described in (5.4) by considering the BS utility. Since we
assume that the BS is responsible for allocating the subchannels to users, the global
optimal subchannel allocation will thus be the one that maximizes the Lagrangian
of the BS utility given by,

X∗ = arg max
{xk,n}

LBS. (5.23)

From (5.11), at optimal λ, the subchannel allocation can be expressed as

X∗ = arg max
{xk,n}

K∑
k=1

(
(1 + zk)

N∑
n=1

rk,nxk,n − zkRmin
k

)
. (5.24)

The above subchannel allocation is combinatoric, and therefore jointly optimizing
X with the other two parameters, P and ρ, is NP-hard. From (5.24), it is intuitive
that the subchannel allocation described in (5.4) is optimal for satisfying the users’
minimum data rate with minimum sum transmit power. The excess sum power
from the power budget can then be used to maximize the utility. The final transmit
power allocation to satisfy the power budget and minimum rate requirements are
determined by playing the Stackelberg game.

3For this case, the inner summation term in equation (5.16) is independent of ρk, therefore
for user k, it is optimum to set its ρk to 1 to get maximum utility.
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5.3.3 Algorithm

At first, we find the subchannel allocation by performing the optimization de-
scribed in (5.4). Based on the subchannel allocation, the Stackelberg game is
played among the BS and users to maximize their respective utilities given in
(5.11) and (5.8).

The Lagrangian of the utility of the BS is convex in λ, and therefore the
optimal value for the sum transmit power penalty factor λ satisfies,

0 =
dLBS
dλ

= Pbudget −
N∑
n=1

Pn . (5.25)

The convex nature of the BS utility in λ allows us to use a bisection method to find
the optimal λ that satisfies (5.25). In each bisection iteration, the transmit power
P and users’ power splitting ratio ρ is determined and updated in iterations until
their equilibrium strategies are reached. The minimum rate multipliers (zk’s) are
updated using the subgradient method as follows,

zk =

[
zk − α

(
N∑
n=1

rk,nxk,n −Rmin
k

)]+
, (5.26)

where α is the appropriate step size. This process is continued until the sum
power transmitted is nearly same the as Pbudget with an error tolerance of ε, which
is typically a small fraction of Pbudget. Finally, the SE strategies subchannel power
and user power splitting ratios are reached. All of these steps are given in Algorithm
6.

The complexity of the proposed game in the steps 3 to 26 is O(N log(N)) +
Klog(N)) which includes the complexity O(log(N)) for the bisection performed
on λ, O(N) for the step 7, O(K) for the steps 8 to 14, and O(K) for the steps 21
to 23.

5.4 Existence and Uniqueness of the SE

The SE is a solution concept defined for hierarchical games [96, 97]. In the hi-
erarchy, we have the users as multiple-leaders and the BS as follower. The SE
results with an optimal strategy for the multiple-leaders if the follower’s strategy
is the best reactions to the leader’s action, and the leaders’ strategy are in Nash
equilibrium (NE). Therefore, in order to prove the SE of the proposed game we
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Algorithm 6 Proposed Algorithm

1: Initialize ρ = 0 (no energy harvesting),
2: Perform optimization for (5.4) for subchannel allocation X.
3: Initialize ρ, zk’s, λL, λU and fix Pbudget,

4: while |
∑N

n=1 Pn − Pbudget| > ε do
5: λ = (λL + λU)/2, . bisection on λ
6: while P ,ρ are not converged to equilibrium do
7: find Pn using (5.15),
8: for k: 1 to K do
9: if case II then

10: ρk = 1.
11: else
12: Find ρk using (5.21).

13: end if
14: end for
15: end while
16: if Pbudget >

∑N
n=1 Pn then

17: λU = λ.
18: else
19: λL = λ.

20: end if
21: for k: 1 to K do

22: zk =
[
zk − α

(∑N
n=1 rk,nxk,n −Rmin

k

)]+
.

23: end for
24: end while
25: Find final utilities UBS and Uk’s using (5.11) and (5.8), respectively.
26: Return P and ρ.

need to prove the existence of NE in the smaller sub-game at the leaders level.
We prove this using Debreu, Glicksberg, Fan Theorem [98–101] for infinite
games.

Theorem 1 (Debreu, Glicksberg, Fan). Consider a strategic form game repre-
sented as < I, (Si)i∈I , (Ui)i∈I > such that for each i ∈ I

i. Si is compact and convex;

ii. Ui(Si, S−i) is continuous in S−i;

iii. Ui(Si, S−i) is continuous and concave in Si.
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Then pure strategy NE exists.

Proof. At the leaders sub-game level in our Stackelberg game model, the play-
ers Ileaders = {user 1, user 2, . . . , user K}, and the strategy space Sleaders =
{ρ1 ρ2 . . . ρK}.

Now we evaluate all three conditions in Theorem 1 for the the proof of the
existence of the NE. The set ρk in the range 0 to 1 is compact and convex. There-
fore it satisfies (i) of Theorem 1. From (5.16) and (5.1), Uk(ρk, {ρl, ∀l 6= k}) is
continuous in ρk and {ρl, ∀l 6= k}. We evaluate convexity of Uk for ρk by taking
the second derivative,

dUk
dρk

=ζ
N∑
n=1

Pnhk,n −
ζρkσ

2

(1− ρk)2
N∑
n=1

xk,n. (5.27)

After using (5.15) and differentiating (5.27),

d2Uk
dρk2

=− ζσ2

(1− ρk)2
N∑
n=1

xk,n −
zetaσ2(1− ρ2k)

(1− ρk)4
N∑
n=1

xk,n

=− 2ζσ2

(1− ρk)3
N∑
n=1

xk,n < 0. (5.28)

Therefore Uk is concave in its ρk. Thus, we proved conditions (ii) and (iii) of
Theorem 1 and hence NE in pure strategy exists for the sub-game at the leaders
level. �

The strategy profile (NE(ρ),P ) is in SE of the game, where the leaders with
their strategy ρ if and only if

Uk (NE(ρ∗),P ∗) ≥ Uk (NE(ρ),P ) , ∀k (5.29)

and this has been ensured by performing (5.17).

Next, we prove the uniqueness of the NE of the leaders strategy profile by
investigating the strong convexity of the negative of the users’ utility (- Uk) [102].
With respect to (5.16), we define the pseudo-gradient as

f(ρ) = (−∇ρ1U1 −∇ρ2U2 . . .−∇ρKUK)T . (5.30)
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Let F (ρ) be the Jacobian of of f(ρ) with respect to ρ:

F (ρ) =


b1 a12 . . . a1K
a21 b2 . . . b2K
...

...
. . .

...
aK1 aK2 . . . bK


K×K

(5.31)

where

bk =
−∂2Ui
∂ρ2i

=
2σ2

(1− ρk)3
N∑
n=1

xk,n , (5.32)

akl =
−∂2Ui
∂ρi∂ρj

=
σ2

(1− ρj)2
N∑
n=1

xkn (5.33)

we note that the expression for bk is obtained from (5.28), and the expression for
akl is obtained by taking the partial derivative of (5.27) with respect to ρl. Based
on (5.31), we define a symmetric matrix

F(ρ) = F (ρ) + F (ρ)T (5.34)

According to [103], the sufficient condition for NE to be unique when F(ρ) is
positive definite. We can see that all the elements in F(ρ) is positive and greater
than zero if at-least a subchannel was allocated to each user (i.e,

∑N
n=1 xkn >

0, ∀k).4 Thus, ρF(ρ)ρT > 0, ∀ρ (> 0). Therefore, the NE in the leaders sub-
game level is unique.

5.5 Numerical Examples

In this section, we present numerical examples to highlight that our proposed
game-theoretic formulation can achieve better rate and energy harvesting perfor-
mances compared with conventional non-game-theoretic solutions. We consider an
OFDMA SWIPT downlink with one BS serving K = 8 users with a power split-
ting ratio ζ=0.75, and N = 256 subchannels. We consider a slow fading Rayleigh
channel with exponentially decaying power profile. The number of channel taps is

4if no subchannel was allocated to any users, then those users will not be participating in the
game. Therefore, that will not be an issue for the proof of the uniqueness of the NE
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Figure 5.2: Convergence of sum rate allocated to users.

determined by the coherence bandwidth of the channel [71] defined as Bc = 1
5στ

where στ = 10ns is the rms delay spread. The BS total transmit power is set to
Pbudget = 100 mW. The users are placed randomly within a 10 m radius of the BS,
and experience a distance-dependent pathloss with exponent 2.9.

In Figs. 5.2– 5.3, we compare the sum rate and energy harvested of our pro-
posed Stackelberg game in Algorithm 6 using two different subchannel allocations,
namely, the grouping subchannel allocation described in (5.5) and a random sub-
channel allocation which uniformly allocates channels to users. The minimum rate
required is set to Rmin

k = 10 bits/OFDMA symbol for all the users.

The convergence of the sum rate allocated to users by the BS versus the
number of bisection iterations described in Algorithm 6 is plotted in Fig. 5.2. We
can see that for both subchannel allocations, the proposed Algorithm converges
quickly to an equilibrium point after less than 10 iterations. After convergence, the
total rate allocated by the grouping allocation is 102 bits/OFDMA symbols (82%)
more than the uniformly distributed random allocation. Even though the grouping
allocation is not a global optimal allocation for maximizing the utility of BS in
the game, we note that it outperforms a very high percentage of the uniformly
distributed random allocation cases like the one random allocation given in the
figure.5

5We simulated 1000 uniformly distributed random subchannel allocations and none outper-
formed the grouping subchannel allocation method.
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Figure 5.3: Convergence of sum energy harvested by users.

In Fig. 5.3, the convergence of sum energy harvested by users is plotted versus
the number of bisection iterations. The proposed grouping allocation achieves 7.2%
higher sum user energy harvested than random subchannel allocation, irrespective
of the fact that the sum rate allocated in the grouping allocation was higher.
We can see that for both sum rate allocated and energy harvested, our proposed
Stackelberg game with grouping allocation outperforms the random subchannel
allocation. We would like to note that the gap (improvement) in the performance
of the grouping allocation from the random allocation is higher for the sum rate
than the sum energy-harvesting. This is in agreement with the system set up as
the channel allocation plays an important role for information rate and energy
harvesting can be done across all the subchannels even in those subchannels which
are not allocated for information.

In Fig. 5.4, the individual user energy harvested is shown. Whereas both
are equilibrium solutions, the optimization in [73] achieves equal energy harvested
by the users as a fairness solution, while the Stackelberg game in Algorithm 6
achieves different values for energy harvested by users, but with higher sum energy
harvested as users attempt to maximize their utility.
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Figure 5.4: Users’ individual energy harvested.
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Figs. 5.5–5.6 compare user rates and energy harvested by our proposed Stack-
elberg game with the non-game-theoretic equilibrium solution proposed in [73],
which was designed to achieve user fairness in energy harvesting. In [73], an op-
timization of user energy harvesting max-min fairness is achieved for a given BS
power budget and minimum user rate constraints. We compared both equilibrium
solutions for the same power budget and minimum user rate requirements.

In Fig. 5.5, sum user energy harvested for K = 4 and K = 8 is plotted
for the same minimum rate requirements (Rmin

k ) for all users varying from 5 to
25 bits/OFDMA symbol. The sum energy harvested by users decreases with the
minimum user rate requirement for both schemes. Interestingly, the sum energy
harvesting for Algorithm 6 decreases at a slower rate compared to the algorithm
in [73]. In addition, for a higher minimum user rate requirement, the Stackelberg
game achieves higher sum energy harvested than in [73]. We further highlight that
when the number of users K is halved from 8 to 4, the sum energy harvested is
almost halved for the non-game-theoretic solution in [73], while there is a com-
paratively smaller dip (less than 9%) for the proposed Stackelberg game solution.
For lower rate requirements, the reason the non-game-theoretic solution performs
better for the case of K=8 is linked to Fig. 5.6, where it can be seen that sum rate
allocated for K=8 is around 225 bits/OFDMA symbols when the rate require-
ment per user is 5 bits/OFDMA symbols. This high gap in sum rate allocated
and minimum required rate has brought the energy harvesting to a lower value for
the game-theoretic solution in comparison with the non-game-theoretic solution.

Fig. 5.6 gives the comparison plot for the sum rate allocated for the Stackel-
berg game solution and the non-game-theoretic solution in [73]. The comparison
is done for two different cases of the total number of users K = 4 and K = 8
and varying the minimum rate requirement from 5 to 25 bits/OFDMA symbol for
all the users. In [73], the minimum user rate requirement is ensured by a two-
stage optimization approach which results in a boundary-valued solution for user
rates. Therefore, the sum rate in [73] is equal to the sum of the minimum user
rate requirements. That explains the linear increase of sum user rate for [73] with
an increase in minimum user rate requirements. On other hand, for the proposed
Stackelberg game solution, the sum rate remains relatively constant with the in-
creasing minimum user rate requirement, while the obtained sum rates are higher
than [73]. This is because of the consequence of the dynamic game formulation
in which users have the advantage of acting as leaders with energy harvesting as
their utility, while the minimum rate requirement is associated with the utility of
the BS. For feasible problems, it is observed that for the Stackelberg game, the
minimum rate requirement is achieved by the BS and only a slight re-distribution
of users’ rates is accomplished for different minimum rate requirements. As the
number of leaders (users) reduces from K = 8 to K = 4, the BS utility (sum rate)
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increases for the Stackelberg game as shown in Fig. 5.6 unlike the trend in [73].
This highlights the nature of our proposed hierarchical game in which the joint
market power of the leaders (users) is lower when the number K reduces. That
results with the increment for the follower’s (BS) utility.
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Figure 5.6: Sum rate allocated versus minimum data rate.

5.6 Conclusion

We examined a Stackelberg game for the BS and users to maximize their utilities
of sum rate allocation for the BS and individual energy harvested by the users. In
the proposed game, we consider that users participate in the decision making of
the downlink power allocation of the OFDMA SWIPT playing the leaders’ role by
declaring their power splitting ratios as their strategies. The existence and unique-
ness of the SE is proven. Numerical examples highlighted the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm to achieve higher sum user rate and energy harvested com-
pared to conventional non-game-theoretic optimization solutions. The proposed
game can be applied to any pre-allocated OFDMA subchannels for determining
the downlink power allocation and user power splitting ratios.

In a future work, we would like to extend the game formulation for multiple-
BSs and multiple-users scenario which fits into the emerging small cells based fifth
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generation (5G) communication systems. Furthermore, for sustainable systems,
opportunities for more energy harvesting to be given to the users who are in
desperate for energy, due to their stored battery critical levels. We note that
further improvements in the sum rate and harvested energy may be achieved by
considering different time slot lengths based on the coherence time of the channel
with the aim of more sustainable user energy harvesting.
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Chapter 6

Relay-Energy Access Points for
Internet-of-Things Wireless
Energy-Harvesting and
Communications

We propose relay-energy access points (REAPs) as a novel Internet-of-Things (IoT)
network architecture that supports wireless energy harvesting of IoT devices and
long-range relay communications to data access points (DAPs). In this chapter, we
formulate a Stackelberg game for energy trading with the REAPs and a single relay
selection (SRS) scheme for the REAP to assist communications with the DAP. We
propose a harvest-and-transmit protocol in which REAPs transmit energy-bearing
signals to multiple (active) IoT devices for energy harvesting. Using the harvested
energy, the IoT devices transmit information to the DAP via the REAP. Unlike
the traditional harvest-then-transmit protocol, our protocol allows each user to
harvest energy in the information transmission duration of other users as well,
that results in an efficient utilization of time-resource. Interestingly, the proposed
energy trading game is a potential game, and hence it achieves the social welfare
of the combined system of IoT network and REAPs. We compare our scheme with
centralized optimization for rate maximization and the traditional harvest-then-
transmit protocol to draw attention to the social optimum nature of the proposed
solution and highlighting the improvement in throughput respectively. Numerical
examples highlight the effectiveness of the proposed game-theoretic solution and
improvements achieved by relaying data through REAPs.
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6.1 Introduction

Wireless energy harvesting is a promising technology for self-sustainable energy-
constrained IoT devices [15, 104]. Initial solutions for communications networks
were proposed from the perspective of simultaneous wireless information and power
transfer (SWIPT), where the information signal from an access point is also used
for energy harvesting [105] by equipping devices with power splitting, time switch-
ing, space switching or antenna switching receivers [51, 55–57]. However, energy-
harvesting in SWIPT systems is restricted to short-range transmissions due to
practical limitations on receiver sensitivity to harvesting energy.

To improve the efficiency of wireless energy harvesting, a novel architecture
was proposed in [32] where energy access points (EAPs) are deployed to transmit
energy-bearing signals to nearby devices while information signals are transmit-
ted over longer-distance links to a separate data access point (DAP). In [53], a
game-theoretic energy-trading framework was formulated for the DAP to pur-
chase energy from different EAPs for a single energy-harvesting user. In [54], a
Stackelberg game [40] was proposed to find the beamforming solution for upper
and lower bounds on the power and payment strategies for multiple users served
by DAPs and multiple antenna EAPs. To analyze truthfulness, the authors in [26]
developed an incentive mechanism for energy harvesting with a single user, which
forces the EAPs to reveal the types of their channel state truthfully. In all these
previous works, the information transmission from devices is assumed to be via
the direct link to the DAP. However, in low-power IoT scenarios, the direct trans-
mission for IoT devices tends to suffer from poor signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) due
to severe multipath fading and constraints on the transmit power.

The energy harvesting solution for multiple users is typically obtained by op-
timizing each active user individually which might not be globally optimal because
all other IoT users can also harvest the wireless energy signal transmitted to the
active IoT user. As such, unlike the formulation in [53], our approach fits into
the general case of multiple active information sensors. Also, this chapter is dif-
ferent from the framework for the multiple sensors in [54] which was given as a
beam-forming approach.

In this chapter, we propose a new relay-energy access point (REAP) archi-
tecture that supports both energy harvesting and high-rate relay communications
from IoT devices to the DAP. We consider a harvest-then-transmit protocol [36]
where the IoT devices harvest energy from all of the REAPs for a given period of
the cycle duration. After the harvesting period, each device is allocated an equal
time slot for transmitting information to the DAP via a selected REAP. In the in-
formation transmission period, we propose a single-relay-selection (SRS) criterion
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Figure 6.1: System model.

and derive the minimum power amplification gain for the REAP. The value of am-
plification gain at the AF relay can be decided by the targeted SNR requirement of
the transmission. The proposed SRS scheme does not depend on the power trans-
mitted from the REAPs for energy-harvesting; therefore, it allows us to decouple
the subsequent energy trading scheme from the relay selection. We apply the
SRS criterion to design an energy trading scheme for the DAP to purchase energy
from the REAPs for energy harvesting and information transmission. To do so,
we formulate a Stackelberg game framework in which the DAP acts as the leader
and the multiple REAPs are followers with their respective strategies as price-
per-received-power from the REAPs and the power received from each REAP for
energy harvesting. Finding the price per unit power received from all the REAPs
is challenging for the considered multiple active sensor scenario. However, we pro-
pose a method which updates the values from the previous value provided and the
convergence of the method is proved through the simulation results. Furthermore,
we consider a fixed circuit power dissipation at the sensors, which reduces the
power for information transmission out of the total power received from energy
harvesting. Our major contributions are summarized as follows.

• We propose a REAP-based architecture that combines both wireless energy
harvesting and relay communications for IoT networks.
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• We design a SRS scheme aimed at minimizing the total energy cost of em-
ploying the REAP to relay information to the DAP.

• We extend the EAP energy trading game in [26] for a single active IoT device
to multiple active IoT devices and multiple REAPs.

• The proof of the existence and uniqueness of the SE are provided.

• We show that there exist optimal energy harvesting duty cycles aimed at
maximizing the average throughput and maximizing power efficiency of the
REAP-assisted IoT network.

• We show that the proposed Stakelberg game based energy trading attains
social optimum, and hence the game is a potential game. The social welfare
is formulated as a centralized optimization with the objective of maximizing
the sum utilities of the DAP and the REAPs.

• Performance comparison of our harvest-and-transmit scheme with the tradi-
tional harvest-then-transmit protocol is provided.

Numerical examples are presented to highlight the performance advantage of
our proposed REAP architecture.

6.2 System Model

We consider an IoT network where N energy-harvesting IoT devices transmit
information to a DAP assisted by M REAPs. Similar to [26], we assume that
the IoT devices store harvested energy in a super-capacitor and all the energy is
consumed during information transmission. For a normalized frame duration of
T =1, we denote τ as the total amount of time in the frame duration the IoT
devices use to harvest energy from the M REAPs. To distinguish the received
power from each REAP, orthogonal bandwidths are allocated to the REAPs for
their energy harvesting beacon signals.

We describe our system model that supports REAP architecture for energy
harvesting and communication as follows. As shown in Fig. 6.2, we consider a
direct (information) link from the nth IoT device to the DAP, and a two-hop
amplify-forward (AF) relay (information) link via the mth REAP. We denote gnd,
gmn, and gmd as the information channel gains for the nth IoT device-to-DAP, nth

IoT device-to-mth REAP, and mth REAP-to-DAP links, respectively. The channel
gains include both fading and path-loss effects, and we assume channel reciprocity,
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Figure 6.2: Direct and relay link: information transmission.

i.e, gmn = gnm. In the general scenario, the DAP and REAPs belong to different
service providers and they might use different frequency bands. In consideration
with this, we define g′mn is the channel gain for the energy transfer from mth REAP
to nth device. We note that all the channel gains are considered in power sense.

6.2.1 Harvest-and-Transmit Protocol

The difference between our proposed protocol and the traditional protocol is shown
in Fig. 6.3 for a two IoT device case, where H stands for harvesting and Txn
stands for the information transmission for the nth device. In the traditional
harvest-then-transmit protocol, all the IoT devices simultaneously harvest energy
from the REAPs for the duration of τ . In the remaining 1 − τ time, each of the
N devices transmits information to the DAP using non-overlapping time slots of
duration 1−τ

N
. We propose a more efficient protocol in which each IoT device can

also harvest energy in the information transmission slots for other devices. For
instance, in the harvest-then-transmit protocol and during the Tx1 transmission,
device one transmits information to the DAP and device 2 does neither information
transmission nor energy harvesting. This is an inefficient method of time sharing,
which can be made more efficient by incorporating energy harvesting for device
2 in the information transmission duration Tx1 of device 1. This harvest-and-
transmit protocol will result in a higher energy harvesting than the the harvest-
then-transmit protocol for the same value of τ for both the cases. However, the
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Figure 6.3: Harvest-then-transmit and harvest-and-transmit protocols (shown for
the same each devices’ transmission time).

harvest-and-transmit protocol puts a constraint on the minimum value for τ or
maximum value for the information transmission time, which we derive next.

Minimum energy-harvesting duty cycle criterion for harvest-and-transmit
protocol

Let 1−τ be the information transmission time for each device. Therefore, N(1−τ)
is the total information transmission for N devices. The maximum value of a frame
duration was normalized to 1. Then the constraints to be satisfied to fit all the
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devices’ information on the frame is given by

N(1− τ) ≤ 1, (6.1)

or τ ≥ 1− 1

N
, (6.2)

Therefore, the minimum value of τ for the harvest-and-transmit protocol is 1− 1
N

.
Thus, τ takes the values from 1− 1

N
to 1 for harvest-and-transmit protocol and 0

to 1 for harvest-then-transmit protocol.

Power Transfer for Energy harvesting

In the energy harvesting phase, the power received at the nth device from the mth

REAP is given by

qmn = Pmg
′
mn , (6.3)

where Pm is the power transmitted from the mth REAP for energy harvesting by
all N devices in the IoT network. Therefore, the total energy harvested by the nth

device in the one-time cycle can be expressed as

En = τη
M∑
m=1

qmn , (6.4)

where η is the energy conversion efficiency of the energy harvesting circuitry.

Information Transfer for Communications

In the information-transmission phase, based on (6.4), the average power for in-
formation transmission from the nth IoT device is given by

Pdevicen =
En − PCT

(1− τ)
, (6.5)

where we subtract the energy for a fixed circuit power consumption1 denoted by
PCT from the total harvested energy at the IoT device.

1The REAP architecture is most effective when considering a practical fixed circuit power
consumption in IoT devices which severely limits the power available for information transmission
at the IoT device and thus the range of the direct transmission to the DAP.
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In the direct link, the received SNR at the DAP can be expressed as

γdirectnd =
gndPdevicen

σ2
o

, (6.6)

where σ2
o is the noise power at the DAP receiver. The corresponding achievable

rate of the direct link to the DAP is given by

Rdirect
nd = W log

(
1 +

gndPdevicen
σ2
o

)
, (6.7)

where the total information bandwidth is denoted by W .

In the relay link, the received SNR at the DAP via the mth REAP is given
as [106]

γrelayednmd =
AmngmngmdPdevicen

(Amngmd + 1)σ2
o

. (6.8)

where Amn is the power amplification gain for the REAP assuming the same σ2
o

noise power at the REAP receiver. Based on (6.8), the achievable rate for the
relay link via the mth REAP is given by

Rrelayed
nmd = W log

(
1 +

AmngmngmdPdevicen
(Amngmd + 1)σ2

o

)
. (6.9)

We note that the rate advantage of the relay link over the direct link depends only
on the channel gains and the REAP power amplification gain. More details on the
similar analysis for the harvest-then-transmit protocol can be found in [107].

6.3 REAP Communications and Stackelberg Frame-

work for Energy Trading

In this section, we detail our SRS REAP communications scheme and the Stack-
elberg game-theoretic framework for energy trading between the DAP and the
REAPs. In doing so, we will seek to minimize the energy cost of relaying informa-
tion via the REAPs, and then to obtain the game-theoretic equilibrium values for
the price-per-unit power and power received from each REAP for energy harvest-
ing.
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6.3.1 REAP-Assisted Communication: Single Relay Selec-
tion

In our SRS scheme, we wish to select the REAP that minimizes the energy cost of
information transmission from a given IoT device to the DAP. To do so, we first
identify that the condition for improving the transmission rate is when the SNR
for the mth REAP link is larger than the corresponding direct link, which can be
written as

γrelayednmd > γdirectnd . (6.10)

Substituting (6.6) and (6.8) into the above inequality, we can obtain the REAP
power amplification gain that results in selecting the relay link as

Amn >
gnd

(gmn − gnd)gmd
> 0. (6.11)

Based on the above equation we characterize SRS below as in points from 1-3

1) Necessary condition for being relayed

For the mth REAP being used as a relay only when the power amplification gain
is greater than zero, i.e,

Amn > 0, (6.12)

from (6.11), the condition (6.12) implies that gm,n > gnd (6.13)

Thus, the relaying will lead to SNR improvement only when channel state of first
hop of the relayed link is stronger than that of the direct link.

2) Minimum value of AF relay power amplification gain

From (6.11), the minimum value of power amplification gain required for perform-
ing the relay link through mth better than the direct link is given by

Aminmn =
gnd

(gmn − gnd)gmd
> 0. (6.14)

We note that the decision to select the relay link is only dependent on setting the
REAP power amplification gain to be larger than the channel gain expression in
(6.14).
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3) Asymptotic value for relayed SNR

The relayed link consists of two hopes, the first hop is from sensor to REAP and
the second hop is from REAP to DAP. We find an asymptotic value for γrelayednmd

for Amn →∞, i.e,

γrelayedmaxnmd = lim
Anm→∞

γrelayednmd =
gmnPdevicen

σ2
o

. (6.15)

We note from the equations (6.6) and (6.15) that the effective SNR of information
can be set between gndPsensorn

σ2
o

and gmnPsensorn
σ2
o

if gmn > gnd. The information power

transmitted by sensor (Pdevicen) is determined by the energy harvesting from the
REAPs, and it will be fixed once the energy harvesting cycle is over. However, the
decision taken for whether the information is to be relayed or not is independent
of the energy harvesting duration and power (refer equation (6.13)). Thus, we
decouple the relay section problem from the energy trading problem for energy
harvesting and perform the relay selection first.

Based on (6.14), the total cost for relaying information using the REAP is
defined as

Costrelaying =
N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

KmAmnxmn , (6.16)

where Km is the cost per unit power amplification factor at the mth REAP, and
xmn is a relay assignment variable such that xmn = 1 if the mth REAP is selected
by the nth device, and xmn = 0 otherwise.

To minimize the total energy cost of relaying information, the SRS problem
can be expressed as

min
X

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

KmAmnxmn

subject to
M∑
m=1

xmn ≤ 1, ∀n

xmn = {0, 1}, ∀m,n ,

(6.17)

where the first constraint represents the SRS requirement of selecting at-most
one REAP, the second constraint represents the binary state of the REAP being
selected or not, and X is a vector representing a set of possible values for xmn.
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Lemma 1

With the aim of cost minimization, for the given values for Aminmn = gnd
(gmn−gnd)gmd

,

the optimal SRS criterion for the optimization problem in (6.17) is given by2

xmn =

{
1, KmA

min
mn ≤ KlA

min
ln ,∀l 6= m

0, otherwise.
(6.18)

Proof. For the fixed values Aminmn = gnd
(gmn−gnd)gmd

, the objective function optimiza-

tion problem in (6.17) can written for cost minimization as

min
X

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

KmA
min
mn xmn (6.19)

The optimization function (6.19) can be decomposed into N independent
optimization problems where the optimization for the nth IoT device is given by

min
X

M∑
m=1

KmA
min
mn xmn , (6.20)

subject to the two constraints in (6.17). Therefore, the optimal solution for SRS
now is to select the REAP which has the minimum value of KmA

min
mn , which results

in (6.18). �

After the SRS optimization is completed, the power amplification gain at the
selected REAP for each device may be set higher than the minimum amplification
gain required to meet a given quality of service requirement, i.e.,

Amn = FmnA
min
mn , (6.21)

where the multiplication factor Fmn ≥ 1. Based on the SRS optimization and
REAP power amplification gains, we proceed to develop the energy trading for
energy harvesting for the REAP IoT network.

2We note that, for equal values of Km ∀ m, the SRS solution for the total cost reduction
objective simplifies to the best relay selection solution.
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6.3.2 Stackelberg Game Framework for Energy Trading

In our proposed network, the REAPs benefit from selling more power to the IoT
network for a high price, whereas the IoT network would like to minimize the
cost of its energy needs. These represent conflicting actions in the energy trading
between the DAP and multiple REAPs which may be deployed by different service
providers. Therefore, we propose to investigate a game-theoretic model for the
REAP energy trading framework. Specifically, we consider a Stackelberg game
where the DAP acts as the leader with higher marketing power and the REAPs
are the followers. Similar to [26], we define the DAP’s strategy as the price-per-
unit-power received from the REAPs, denoted as λm’s, and the REAPs’ strategies
are the power received at the IoT devices, i.e., qmn’s defined in (6.3). However,
our formulation is different from the single active-user direct-link scenario in [26]
since we consider all the IoT devices are active and transmit information via the
relay links.

We carry out the following vector representation to denote the strategies of
the players. The strategy of the DAP is λ = (λ1 λ2 . . . λM)T , and the strategy of
the mth REAP is qm = (qm1 qm2 . . . qmN)T . We use q to represent the collective
strategy of the REAPs and q = {qm, ∀m}.

Utilities of REAPs and DAP

The DAP wants to maximize the total rate of the uplink information of the IoT
network with a low total payment to the REAPs for the energy harvesting power
received. We define the utility of the DAP as the difference in sum relayed infor-
mation rate via the selected REAP and the total payment for energy harvesting,
which can be expressed as

UDAP (λ, q) =
N∑
n=1

Rrelayed
nmd − c

M∑
m=1

λm

N∑
n=1

qmn , (6.22)

where Rrelayed
nmd is defined in (6.9), and c is the weighting factor that determines the

trade-off between sum rate and total payment.

The utility of themth REAP is defined as the difference in payment received by
the REAP and the cost incurred for transmitting power for RF energy harvesting,
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which can be represented as [26]

Um(λ, q) = λm

N∑
n=1

qmn − amP 2
m , (6.23)

where am is the cost incurred for the generation and transmission of a unit square-
power amount of energy P 2

m. Although amP
2
m does not have any physical meaning,

it is a widely adopted cost model [26, 108] due to being an increasing and convex
cost function for generating power. Furthermore, it is a tractable model for the
exact two-step linear cost function used by the province of British Columbia in
Canada [109].

Our aim is to map the power transmitted by mth REAP Pm to the REAP’s
strategy variables qmn’s. As such, we use the following identity

N∑
n=1

qmn =
N∑
n=1

Pmg
′
mn = Pm

N∑
n=1

g′mn, (6.24)

to obtain the power transmitted from the mth REAP for energy harvesting as

Pm =

N∑
n=1

qmn

N∑
n=1

g′mn

. (6.25)

Finally, substituting (6.25) into (6.23) results in

Um(λ, q) = λm

N∑
n=1

qmn − am


N∑
n=1

qmn

N∑
n=1

g′mn


2

, (6.26)

where we see that Um(λ, q) is concave in qmn’s.

Stackelberg equilibrium

After defining the utilities, we proceed to find the equilibrium solution for the
proposed game. Since this game involves a hierarchical play of strategies of the
leader and multiple followers, we can find the game-theoretic optimal solution by
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applying the first-order optimality condition to the REAPs’ utility as

0 =
∂Um(λ, q)

∂qmn
= λm − 2am

N∑
l=1

qmn(
N∑
l=1

g′mn

)2 , ∀m. (6.27)

After rearranging the terms in the above equation, the optimal value for qmn is
obtained as

qmn =

λm

(
N∑
l=1

g′mn

)2

2am
−
∑
l 6=n

qml (6.28)

Due to the broadcasting nature of the wireless medium, the power from the REAPs
are accessible to all IoT devices. Therefore, we can further derive the relationship
between qmn and the power received at the other IoT devices from the same REAP
(i.e., qml, l 6= n). Substituting qmn from (6.24) into (6.27), we get

λm − 2am

Pm
N∑
n=1

g′mn(
N∑
n=1

g′mn

)2 = 0,∀m , (6.29)

and after rearranging, the above equation results in

Pm =

λm
N∑
n=1

g′mn

2am
,∀m. (6.30)

As such, we can express the received power from the mth REAP to the nth IoT
devices as

qmn = Pmgmn =

λm

(
N∑
n=1

g′mn

)
g′mn

2am
. (6.31)
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which is consistent with the transmitted power Pm. We define the sum power
received from mth REAP by the IoT network for energy harvesting as

qm =
N∑
n=1

qmn =

N∑
n=1

λm

(
N∑
n=1

g′mn

)
g′mn

2am

=

λm

(
N∑
n=1

g′mn

)2

2am
. (6.32)

Next, we derive the optimal strategy of the DAP by substituting the qmn strategies
of the REAPs in (6.31) into the utility of the DAP in (6.22) which results in

UDAP (λ, q) =
N∑
n=1

W log

{
1 +

Amngmngmd
(Amngmd + 1)(1− τ)σ2

o

×τη M∑
m=1

g
′
mnλm

N∑
n=1

g′mn

2am

− PC



− c
M∑
m=1

λ2m

(
N∑
n=1

g′mn

)2

2am
, (6.33)

The convexity analysis of the UDAP is as follows. The first term in (6.33)
is a logarithmic function in λm’s and the second term is a quadratic function in
λm’s. Therefore, the addition of these two terms is also a concave function in λ.
However, finding the optimal values for the λm’s is challenging.

Since the function in (6.33) is convex, after applying the optimality condition
on UDAP , we obtain the equation (6.34) which is given in the next page. We then

solve dUDAP (λ,q)
dλm

= 0 for λm, to obtain the optimal prices. We obtain the solution
and which is in equation (6.35). We note that each value of λm in (6.35) is linked to
all other values of λm. Since the function UDAP is convex, we propose an iterative
method to find the optimal λm’s where the convergence point is the global optimal
value. In the proposed iterative method, we find the optimal value for λm by using
the previous iterate λm values (substituting in the right-hand-side of the equation
(6.35)) until the convergence has occurred. The best response of the DAP, λm’s,
is expressed in terms of the strategies of the REAPs in the equation (6.36) in the
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0 =
∂UDAP (λ, q)

∂λm

=

N∑
n=1

WηAmngmngmdg
′
mnτ

N∑
n=1

g′mn/2am

(Amngmd + 1)(1− τ)σ2
o + Amngmngmd

(
τη

M∑
m=1

(
g′mnλm

N∑
n=1

g′mn/2am

)
− PC

)

−
cλm

(
N∑
n=1

g′mn

)2

am
, (6.34)

λm =
W

2c

(
N∑
n=1

g′mn

)2×

N∑
n=1

τηAmngmngmdg
′
mn

N∑
n=1

g′mn

(Amngmd + 1)(1− τ)σ2
o + Amngmngmd

(
τη

M∑
m=1

(
g′mnλm

N∑
n=1

g′mn/2am

)
− PC

) , ∀m.
(6.35)

λm =
W

2c

(
N∑
n=1

g′mn

)2×

N∑
n=1

τηAmngmngmdg
′
mn

N∑
n=1

g′mn

(Amngmd + 1)(1− τ)σ2
o + Amngmngmd

(
τη

M∑
m=1

qmn − PC
) , ∀m. (6.36)
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next page. This equation was obtained by using equation (6.31) in equation (6.35).
Therefore, the values of λm’s and qmn’s at the convergence will be the Stackelberg
equilibrium (SE) solution. The convergence of the λm values will be verified in the
numerical section.

We would like to elaborate a bit more on the discussion on λm’s here. In [26],
the authors found λm values for all EAPs are the same for their proposed game
for a single active sensor with asymmetric channel state, though from equation
(6.35), we can see that for our formulation these values are not same for different
REAPs. In our formulation, each λm values are different based on channel state
and λm’s of other REAPs. This clearly indicates the competition in the energy
trading market for energy harvesting among all the REAPs.

The average throughput of the IoT network for the information transmission
in the REAP IoT network can then be evaluated as

Throughputavg = N(1− τ)× 1

N

N∑
n=1

Rrelayed
nd

= (1− τ)
N∑
n=1

Rrelayed
nmd , (6.37)

where N(1−τ) represents the total information transmission duration and the term
1
N

∑N
n=1R

relayed
nd is the average rate of information for the IoT network. Substitut-

ing (6.9) into (6.37), we note that the average throughput is a concave function in
τ .3 Therefore, there exists an optimal τ that maximizes the average throughput
which can be found by evaluating (6.37) over the range of 0 < τ < 1. How-
ever, finding a closed-form expression for the optimal throughput maximization is
very difficult as our proposed energy trading game involving in the calculation of
energy-bearing signals’ power from multiple REAPs. Closed-form expression for
the optimal τ for a simpler case of a single EAP with fixed power for energy har-
vesting was given in [36]. Due to the sophisticated setting with our formulation,
we find the optimal τ for the throughput maximization by performing throughput
maximization with a fixed τ and repeating the same for a range of τ values, that
will be explaining in the numerical examples section.

The average throughput is a performance measure for the IoT network. If we
consider energy trading and communication as a single system, then a better mea-
sure is power efficiency. In this case, the input to the system is power transmitted
by the REAPs for the energy harvesting, and the output is the average throughput

3The convexity of the average throughput can be confirmed by finding the second derivative
of (6.37) with respect to τ and checking if it is negative.
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of the IoT network. Therefore the power efficiency or system efficiency of energy
harvesting and communication is defined as

ηpower =
Throughputavg∑M

m=1 Pm
, (6.38)

it is the ratio of average throughput to sum power transmitted from REAPs for
energy harvesting for IoT.

Existence and Uniqueness of the SE

The SE is a solution concept defined for hierarchical games [96, 97]. In the hier-
archy, we have the DAP as a leader and the REAPs as followers. The SE results
with an optimal strategy for the leader if the followers’ strategies are the best re-
actions to the leader’s action, and the followers’ strategies are in Nash equilibrium
(NE). Therefore, in order to prove the SE of the proposed energy trading game we
need to prove the existence of NE in the smaller sub-game at the followers level.
We prove this using Debreu, Glicksberg, Fan Theorem [98–101] for infinite
games.

Theorem 2 (Debreu, Glicksberg, Fan). Consider a strategic form game repre-
sented as < I, (Si)i∈I , (Ui)i∈I > such that for each i ∈ I

i. Si is compact and convex;

ii. Ui(Si, S−i) is continuous in S−i;

iii. Ui(Si, S−i) is continuous and concave in Si.

Then pure strategy NE exists.

Proof. In our Stackelberg game model at the followers sub-game level, the players
Ifollowers = {REAP 1, REAP 2 ,. . . , REAP M}, and the strategy space Sfollowers =
{qm, ∀m}.

Now we evaluate all three conditions in Theorem 2 for the proof of the
existence of the NE at the sub-game. The set qmn is compact and convex. Therefore
it satisfies (i) of Theorem 2.

From the expression for the utility of REAPs given in (6.26), Um(qm, {ql,∀l 6=
m}) is continuous and concave in qmn’s and {qln, ∀l 6= m} as it contains a linear
and quadratic terms. Thus, we proved conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2, and
hence NE in pure strategy exists for the sub-game at the followers level.
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The strategy profile (λ, NE(qm,∀m)) is in SE of the game where the DAP
as the leader with its strategy λm if and only if

UDAP (λ∗, NE(q∗m,∀m)) ≥ UDAP (λ, NE(qm,∀m)) (6.39)

�

Next, we prove the uniqueness of the NE of the followers’ strategy profile
by investigating the strong convexity of the negative of the REAPs’ utility (-
Um) [102]. With respect to (6.26), we define the pseudo-gradient function as

F ({qm, ∀m}) = (−∇qmUm(λ, q))Mm=1 (6.40)

,and F (qm,∀m) = (Fm(qm))Mm=1, with

Fm(qm) = −φm +Dmqm (6.41)

where,

φm = (λm λm . . . λm)T , with the dimension of 1×N. (6.42)

Dm =
{

(dmn)m=M,n=N
m=1,n=1

}
= diag


(

2am∑N
n=1 gmn

)M

m=1


=

2am∑N
n=1 gmn

I, (6.43)

where, I is the identity matrix of dimension M × N . The negative utility of the
REAPs, −Um(λ, q) is strongly convex if and only if matrix Dm is positive definite.
From (6.43), the condition to be satisfied for the uniqueness is following.

2am∑N
n=1 gmn

> 0, ∀m (6.44)

which generally holds for our proposed game as the generation cost coefficients
am’s and channel state gmn’s are positive values. Therefore, the uniqueness of the
NE is proved.
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6.4 Algorithm

In this section, our proposed algorithm for IoT energy harvesting and REAP-
assisted communications is provided. First, we perform the SRS as the SRS is
independent of the energy trading for harvesting. The SRS scheme is derived to
be the function of the channel states in equation (6.18). Once the SRS for each IoT
devices are determined and power amplification gains for the selected relays are
set, we proceed to the energy trading game which is modeled as the Stackelberg
game. The DAP as the leader of the game plays strategies λm’s and then multiple
REAPs respond with their strategies qmn’s until the solution is converged to SE.

Algorithm 7 Proposed Algorithm: Energy harvesting and Communications.

1: Given the channel states: gnd’s, gmn’s and gmd’s ,
2: Find Aminmn ’s using equation (6.14).
3: Perform SRS using the expression (6.18).
4: Initialize λm’s ,
5: while λm’s and qmn’s are not converged to SE do
6: Find qmn’s using (6.31),
7: Find λm’s using (6.36),

8: end while
9: Return q and λ.

10: Calculate power transmitted by REAPs using (6.25) and payments to REAP
for energy-harvesting.

11: Find final utilities UDAP and Um’s using (6.22) and (6.26) respectively.

The convergence of the proposed game will be shown in the numerical exam-
ples section.

6.5 Performance Benchmarks

In this section, we give two centralized optimization solution as performance bench-
marks for the proposed Stackelberg game solution which incorporates strategies
of the IoT network and REAPs. The first centralized optimization is defined for
maximizing the sum rate of the IoT network and the second one maximizes so-
cial welfare. Finally, we provide the game-theoretic solution for the traditional
harvest-then-transmit protocol.
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6.5.1 Centralized Optimization for IoT Network’s Sum Rate

We formulate a centralized optimization problem from the point of view of the
IoT network’s benefit. That means the formulated optimization problem wants
to maximize the sum data rate of the network while considering a total power
constraint on the REAPs. For the centralized problem, we assume different REAPs
are operating on the same power grid [110,111]. Therefore it is meaningful to have
a total grid power constraint. The optimization problem can be written as

max
P

N∑
n=1

rrelayednmd

subject to
M∑
m=1

Pm <= Pgrid ,

(6.45)

where, P = (P1P2 . . . PM)T is the REAPs’ power transmitted for energy-harvesting,
and Pgrid is the grid’s total power constraint for the REAPs. Again, we consider
relayed links for the data transmission to the DAP. Therefore, the same SRS
scheme is to be employed before carrying out the centralized power allocation for
the problem described in (6.45).

Solution

The objective of the optimization problem (6.45) is concave in P as it is the sum
of logarithmic functions of Pm’s. The total power constraint is also concave (or
convex) as it is linear in Pm’s. Hence, we solve the optimization problem (6.45) in
dual domain using Lagrangian. The Lagrangian for (6.45) is given by

L(P , µ) =
N∑
n=1

rrelayednmd + µ(Pgrid −
M∑
m=1

Pm) (6.46)

where µ ≥ 0 is the Lagrangian multiplier for the constraint in (6.45).

The dual objective function is written as

g(µ) = max
P

L(P , µ). (6.47)
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The optimal value for g(µ) can be found using KKT conditions as,

0 =
∂ L(P , µ)

∂ Pm
=

∂
N∑
n=1

rrelayednmd

∂ Pm
− µ (6.48)

=
N∑
n=1

WτηAmngmngmdg
′
mn

(Amngmd + 1)σ2
0(1− τ) + Amngmngmd(En − PC)

− µ (6.49)

We note that Pm terms can be found by replacing En in (6.49) using (6.4). How-
ever, the challenge is that no closed form expression exists for Pm. Since the
problem is convex, the following sub-gradient based update with an appropriate
step size can be employed as

P (i+1)
m = P (i)

m + α
∂ L(P , µ)

∂ Pm
, ∀m, (6.50)

where α is the step size.

The optimal µ for maximizing the dual objective function can be found using
a simple bisection search method until the sum power transmitted from the REAPs
reaches Pgrid.

6.5.2 Centralized Optimization for Social Welfare

Social optimum is the optimal solution that maximizes social welfare. Social plan-
ner defines the social welfare which is generally constraint by resources. It is used
as a benchmark against individual utility maximization equilibrium [58]. We define
the social welfare as the sum of the utilities of all the players which is correspond-
ing to the efficiency maximization of the whole system. We write the social welfare
maximization as

max
P

N∑
n=1

rrelayednmd −
M∑
m=1

amP
2
m (6.51)

The above is the optimization problem is for the maximization of sum of the
utilities of the DAP and REAPs with c =1, for this the payments out of the DAP
and to the REAPs will cancel (refer equations (6.22) and (6.23)).
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On applying the first-order optimality condition on (6.51), we obtain

0 =
N∑
n=1

WτηAmngmngmdg
′
mn

(Amngmd + 1)σ2
0(1− τ) + Amngmngmd(En − PC)

− 2amPm ,∀m (6.52)

After rearranging the terms in (6.52), the REAP power for energy harvesting with
the aim of social welfare maximization can be written as

Pm =
1

2am
×

N∑
n=1

WτηAmngmngmdgmn
(Amngmd + 1)σ2

0(1− τ) + Amngmngmd(En − PC)
(6.53)

Relation to our game-theoretic energy trading solution

The game-theoretic solution to maximize the utilities of the DAP and REAPs sepa-
rately was given in equation (6.30). The mth REAP’s transmitted power for energy
harvesting given in (6.30) can be found by substituting for λm’s from the equa-
tion (6.36). Before doing this, we re-express λm in (6.36) by taking the inner sum
term

∑N
n=1 g

′
mn in the numerator out of the main summation. The re-expressed

λm equation is given in (6.54). Now we substitute (6.54) in (6.30) which yields
equation (6.55). The takeaway from this reformulations for the proposed game is
that Pm expressions for the social optimum (given in (6.53)) and Stackelberg game
(given in (6.55)) are the same. Therefore, the proposed game is a potential game
and which attains social optimum. The benefit of developing a potential game is
that the social welfare can be employed in a decentralized manner.

λm =
W

2c

(
N∑
n=1

gmn

) × N∑
n=1

τηAmngmngmdg
′
mn

(Amngmd + 1)(1− τ)σ2
o + Amngmngmd (En − PC)

, ∀m.

(6.54)

Pm =
W

2amc
×

N∑
n=1

τηAmngmngmdg
′
mn

(Amngmd + 1)(1− τ)σ2
o + Amngmngmd (En − PC)

, ∀m. (6.55)
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6.5.3 Harvest-then-Transmit Protocol Employing our Pro-
posed REAPs-based Architecture

Here we provide the game-theoretic solution for the traditional harvest-then trans-
mit protocol which was discussed in section 6.2.1. Energy harvested by the nth

device with the energy-harvesting duty cycle of τ follows the same expression (6.4)
as well for this protocol.

In the information transmission phase of harvest-then transmit protocol, the
average power for information transmission from the nth device is given by

Pdevicen =
En − PCT
(1− τ)/N

, (6.56)

where (1− τ)/N is the duration of information transmission for each device. The
utility of the REAPs is the same as that of our protocol. Therefore, this protocol
also yield to the same expression for qmn. However, the utility of the DAP is
different as the information transmission power is different for both protocols (refer
equations (6.5) and(6.56) ).

The utility of DAP is given by

UDAP (λ, q) =
N∑
n=1

W log

{
1 +

NAmngmngmd
(Amngmd + 1)(1− τ)σ2

o

×

τη M∑
m=1

g
′
mnλm

N∑
n=1

g′mn

2am

− PC



− c
M∑
m=1

λ2m

(
N∑
n=1

g′mn

)2

2am
. (6.57)

After applying the first-order optimality condition on equation (6.57), we obtain
the condition which is given in the next page in (6.59). On rearranging for λm’s,
we obtain the strategies of the DAP in the next page in (6.60). The strategy of
the DAP is re-expressed in terms of the strategies of the DAP in (6.61) using the
equation (6.31).

The average throughput of the IoT network for harvest-then transmit protocol
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is given by

Throughputavg = (1− τ)× 1

N

N∑
n=1

Rrelayed
nmd , (6.58)

where 1 − τ is the information transmission duration (refer 6.3) and the term
1
N

∑N
n=1R

relayed
nmd is the average information rate.

We note that we can prove that the energy trading game which employs
harvest-then-transmit protocol also achieves social optimum (and hence it is a
potential game) in the similar way we proved for the harvest-and-transmit protocol.
We will give the comparison plots for the above-discussed benchmarks with our
proposed scheme in the numerical examples section.
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0 =
dUDAP (λ, q)

dλm

=

N∑
n=1

WηNAmngmngmdg
′
mnτ

N∑
n=1

g′mn/2am

(Amngmd + 1)(1− τ)σ2
o +NAmngmngmd

(
τη

M∑
m=1

(
g′mnλm

N∑
n=1

g′mn/2am

)
− PC

)

−
cλm

(
N∑
n=1

g′mn

)2

am
, (6.59)

λm =
W

c

(
N∑
n=1

g′mn

)2×

N∑
n=1

τηMAmngmngmdg
′
mn

N∑
n=1

g′mn

(Amngmd + 1)(1− τ)σ2
o +NAmngmngmd

(
τη

M∑
m=1

(
g′mnλm

N∑
n=1

g′mn/2am

)
− PC

) , ∀m .

(6.60)

λm =
W

c

(
N∑
n=1

g′mn

)2×

N∑
n=1

τηNAmngmngmdg
′
mn

N∑
n=1

g′mn

(Amngmd + 1)(1− τ)σ2
o +NAmngmngmd

(
τη

M∑
m=1

qmn − PC
) , ∀m .

(6.61)
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6.6 Numerical Examples

We consider an IoT network with M = 5 REAPs assisting in the uplink commu-
nications between N = 10 IoT devices and a DAP. The IoT devices are located
within a 5m radius centered at the origin while the DAP is situated 15m away from
the origin. The REAPs are distributed between the IoT devices and the DAP at
5 to 10m away from the origin. The total information bandwidth is W = 1 MHz,
and the noise power at the receiver is σ2

o = 10−8 mW or −80 dBm. A path-loss ex-
ponent of 2.7 and Rayleigh fading effects are included in the channel gains: gmn’s,
gnd’s, gmd’s g

′
mn’s.
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Figure 6.4: Sum-rate versus duty-cycle for different values of c.

In Fig. 6.4, we show the impact of the weighting parameter c in the utility
of the DAP in (6.22). We note that a higher value of c implies more emphasis by
the DAP on a low total payment to the REAPs. Therefore, as seen in the figure,
the sum rate decreases with increasing c due to the corresponding decrease in the
total power received at the IoT devices via energy harvesting. For a given value
of c, the figure shows that the sum rate increases with increasing duty cycle τ .
This is because a higher value of τ corresponds to a longer duration for energy
harvesting and hence a higher information transmission power and rate. This can
be analytically verified by looking at the nature of the relayed rate equation (6.9).
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After substituting (6.4) into (6.5) and then substituting them in (6.9), reveals
that relayed rate is a logarithmic function of τ/(1 − τ) (with the assumption of
harvested energy is sufficient to overcome PC). We note that τ/(1 − τ) is an
increasing function of τ , and τ represented the X-axis in the plot.
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Figure 6.5: Convergence of sum rate.

Convergence of our proposed scheme for arriving at the game-theoretic opti-
mal solution is shown for sum-rate of the IoT network in Fig. 6.5. The sum rate
converges to a value of 52.5 Mbps and 55 Mbps for the fixed circuit power consump-
tion values at the devices of PC=3 dBm and PC =0 dBm respectively [51, 112],
in a fewer number of iterations which is approximately after 12 iterations. This
shows the effectiveness of the proposed scheme for quick convergence. For larger
values of PC , the converged value of sum rate is smaller as the higher value of PC
will result with lesser power for information transmission out of the total power
harvested. The value of the sum rate at the third iteration is lesser than the value
at the second iteration, and this is because the values for λm’s were higher at
second iteration than the third iteration and hence resulted in a lesser utility of
the DAP for the second iterate. We will show this in Fig. 6.6.

In Fig. 6.6, we plot the convergence of the price-per-unit power variables λm
for each REAP. We see that all the λm variables converge in a small number of
iterations. We highlight that the convergence value for each REAP is different
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because multiple active devices lead to a more competitive energy trading envi-
ronment for the multiple REAP service providers. Effectively, this convergence
nature applies to the utility of the DAP and the utility of REAPs as well (see
equations (6.22) and (6.26)). This is distinctly different from the single active-
user scenario considered in [26] where the price per unit power for all the EAPs
converges to the same value.
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Figure 6.6: Convergence of game-theoretic price-per-unit power.

In Fig. 6.7, the average uplink throughput (equation (6.58)) versus energy
harvesting duty cycle for different values for fixed circuit power dissipation values
is shown for the harvest-then-transmit protocol. The effectiveness of relayed data
transmission in rate improvement is visible. For instance, the optimal average
throughput for the relayed link is roughly 240% higher than the direct link case.
Furthermore, the optimal value of τ for the relayed case has occurred before the
same of the direct link case. That means with cooperative communication a lesser
value of energy harvesting time is adequate to support the data transmission of
the IoT devices. Therefore, REAP assisted communication can be used to extend
the range sensor-DAP link. For a fixed value of PC , it can be seen that the average
throughput is a concave function of τ . The average throughput value depends on
the sum rate and the value of τ . If the value of τ is lower, then the amount of energy
harvested will be less also, and that reduces the information rate and hence the
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throughput, as the IoT is solely rely on energy harvesting for its power needs. On
the other hand, for a higher value of τ , there will be less time (1− τ) to transmit
information and therefore lesser throughput. Thus, the optimal τ value will be
between very high (≈1) and very low (≈0). This characteristic of throughput is
observed in Fig. 6.7, and it obtained the maximum value at τ = 0.38 for a PC = 3
dBm for the relayed communication. For different values of PC ’s, the higher value
of throughput is recorded for the lower values of PC , due to the availability of more
power for information transmission at the lower PC values. Moreover, the gap in
throughput values is more dominant at lower values of τ . The reason is being that
for lower valued τ ’s total power harvested at the sensor is less compared to the
higher values of τ . Therefore, the power available for information transmission
obtained by subtracting PC value of power from the total harvested power at the
lower value of τ is predominantly less compared to that at higher values of τ ’s.
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Figure 6.7: Average uplink throughput: REAPs based architecture with harvest-
then-transmit protocol.

In Fig. 6.8, the power efficiency plot for various values of τ is shown for the
harvest-then-transmit protocol. We note that the power efficiency is the ratio
of average throughput (which was shown in Fig. 6.7) to sum power transmitted
from REAPs for energy harvesting. The relayed communication’s power efficiency
is approximately 80% higher than that of direct links. For a fixed value of PC ,
the equilibrium value for the sum power transmitted from the REAPs varies for
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different values τ . The reason is being the price per unit power values λm’s are
varied for changes in τ , and by looking into equation (6.35) we can see that power
increases monotonically with an increase in τ . Therefore, the optimal value of
τ for maximizing average throughput and power efficiency need not to be the
same. From Fig. 6.8 we can see that the optimal value of τ is roughly around
0.25 for a PC = 3 dBm for the relayed communication. Like in Fig. 6.7, the
gap in power efficiency for different values PC ’s is dominant at lower values of τ .
Although the average throughput and power efficiency are concave functions of
τ , it is analytically tedious to find a closed form expression for optimal τ . We
would suggest to have rough plots for different values for τ in the interval of 0.1
(i.e, a total of 10 points) and estimate the optimal point from the plot. We take
Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8 for the harvest-then-protocol as a reference to compare for
the harvest-and-transmit protocol in the next plots.
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Figure 6.8: Power efficiency: REAPs based architecture with harvest-then-
transmit protocol.

In Fig. 6.9, the average throughput versus τ for the harvest-and-transmit
protocol is plotted for different values of PC for direct and relayed link communi-
cations. We note that the minimum required value of τ is 0.9 (refer equation (6.2))
for N = 10. We observe that maximum throughput is obtained at τ =0.9. In com-
parison with the harvest-then-transmit protocol (refer Fig. 6.7), the optimal value
of average throughput is higher for the harvest-and-transmit protocol, but at a
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higher value of optimal τ . This implies that we could get improved performance in
average throughput by following harvest-and-transmit protocol, but this protocol
puts a constraint on τ value. If you closely compare Fig.6.7 and Fig. 6.9, we can
see that the shape of the graph for harvest-and-transmit protocol is similar to the
higher τ values part of the harvest-then-transmit protocol’s graph, but achieves
higher throughput. And this justify the reason for all the different PC value graphs
are very closer. The optimal average throughput for the harvest-and-transmit pro-
tocol is higher than that of the harvest-then-transmit protocol by approximately
by 78%, and it is due to more energy was harvested in the harvest-and-transmit
protocol.
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Figure 6.9: Average uplink throughput: REAPs based architecture with harvest-
and-transmit protocol.

In Fig. 6.10, the power efficiency versus τ is plotted for different values of
PC for the harvest-and-trasnmit protocol. Like the previous plot, this protocol
outperforms for optimal power efficiency also. This shows the efficiency of harvest-
and-transmit protocol in utilization of time sharing. The optimal value of power
efficiency for harvest-and-transmit protocol is higher than that of the harvest-then-
transmit protocol by approximately 46%.
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Figure 6.10: Power efficiency: REAPs based architecture with harvest-and-
transmit protocol.
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In Fig. 6.11, the required minimum value of the power amplification gain for
the selected single relay (REAP) to outperform the direct link SNR is shown for
each information time slot, where each slot represents the transmission by each
device. The amplification factor can be any value which should be greater than
the minimum required value, however, the value should be at least 1. From the
graph, it can be observed that for some of the devices (devices 2, 8 and 10),
even the minimum required value obtained is less than 1. That means, for those
devices even the re-transmission of the received signal at the selected REAP for
each of them will lead to a better performance in SNR than the original link.
This is because of the fact that the best SRS was already done, and for those
devices, the selected relay’s device-REAP channel is stronger. Therefore having
at least one stronger device-REAP channel for each device helps to improve the
SNR performance by cooperative communications.
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Figure 6.12: Direct link versus relayed link performance.

In Fig. 6.12, we compare the uplink data rate of the direct link and REAP
relay link for a fixed circuit power consumption of PC = 0 dBm and a fixed energy-
harvesting duty-cycle value τ = 0.5. We consider two cases for the REAP power
amplification gain, i.e., maximum capacity with asymptotically high amplification
gain4, and a reasonably low fixed amplification gain of 20 × Aminmn . We see in the

4In this case, the relay link SNR is limited by the device-to-REAP SNR, i.e., γrelayednmd =
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figure that the direct link rates are always less than the relay links in all cases.
Therefore, the performance of all the IoT devices can be significantly improved if
their data is relayed through the appropriate REAPs. This shows the effectiveness
of our proposed REAPs based architecture for capacity maximization even for
relatively low values of the power amplification gain.
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Figure 6.13: BR functions λ5(q) and q5(λ5) for the equilibrium values of λ1, λ2,
λ3, and λ4.

In Fig. 6.13, shows the best response (BR) functions λ5(q) and q5(λ5). Al-
though the proposed game is of multivariate nature, we give the best response
plots on a 2-dimensional plane, with assuming λ1, λ2, λ3, and λ4 are fixed at their
equilibrium values for showing. The unique SE solution is highlighted on the plot.

In Fig. 6.14, a comparison plot of average throughput for the centralized
optimization for rate maximization given on (6.45) and Stackelberg game solutions
is given for the same value of sum power transmitted for energy harvesting from
the REAPs. The centralized optimization gives power allocation to maximize the
sum rate of the network with no consideration of interests of the REAPs’ profits.
Whereas, the Stackelberg formulation accounts for the interest of the IoT network
and as well for REAPs. Also, we highlight that the proposed game-theoretic

gmnPdevicen/σ
2
o when Amn →∞.
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Figure 6.14: Average throughput performance for the centralized and game-
theoretic optimization.

formulation achieves a social optimum (i.e., the gap in the throughput is to for
accommodating social welfare). Therefore, the sum rate of the IoT network in
the centralized formulation is higher than the Stackelberg game solution and it
is observed in the figure. However, the game-theoretic solution is an equilibrium
solution for the conflicting parties (IoT network and REAPs). That gives the
scenario of yielding the equilibrium solution by a decision making-process involving
all the agents’ interests.

6.7 Conclusion

From the point of view of the very ideal super-charging storing capacitor, for a
practical IoT with a fixed circuit power consumption, the remaining power for in-
formation transmission is smaller than the total harvested power. This limitation
on the information rate can be mitigated by our proposed REAPs assisted com-
munication and energy harvesting scheme. We proposed a SRS scheme with the
REAP as a relay for the IoT devices’ information. Through the numerical exam-
ples we have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method for enhancing
the data transmission at a higher data rate or make the information transmission
where there was no good direct link.
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For future work, it would be interesting to optimize the energy harvesting
and information transfer for a massive number of IoT devices. One problem is to
look at a scenario where there are different-sized information slots for each device,
which may be determined by the minimum rate requirement or for a fairness rate
objective. Another interesting problem would be data aggregation, where each
device typically has a small number of bits to communicate. It is perhaps better
design the REAPs to act as data aggregators [113] in addition to relay and power
beacons. Another potential future direction is extending the Stackelberg game to
a multiple-relay selection system where multiple relays can be used to relay IoT
device’s information to the DAP.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary of Contributions

In this thesis, we investigated new algorithm designs for resource allocation in en-
ergy harvesting and communication systems, and proposed innovative protocols for
wireless energy harvesting IoT communications. We summarize our main insights
and contributions as follows.

In chapter 3, we considered user energy-harvesting and rate fairness for WIPT
employing OFDMA in the downlink. We proposed an error update method which
can be implemented distributively for achieving user-energy harvesting fairness.
The takeaway is that the fairness scheme for energy harvesting can be directly
applied to any data-only subchannel allocation. Moreover, the proposed user sub-
channel allocation based on the Lagrangian approach reduced the complexity of
combinatorial allocations to O(number of users × number of subchannels). We
also solved the NP-hard problem of user rate fairness using the algorithm proposed
for user energy harvesting fairness. In the comparison, we considered the practical
feasibility of the energy-harvesting fairness solution for the range of power budgets,
bandwidth, and minimum user rate requirements. We concluded that the error
update in the scaling stage is optimal for the allocation where the remaining power
from the power budget after the data-only power allocation is done. Furthermore,
the rate requirement for the given power budget is to be adjusted for satisfying the
energy receiver sensitivity; otherwise, we will have to increase the bandwidth of
the system to achieve higher minimum rate requirements provided the information
transmission occurs in the high SNR regime.

In chapter 4, we considered the physical layer security aspects of WIPT users.
We performed power and subchannel allocation jointly to maximize the sum energy
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harvested while satisfying individual user secrecy rate requirements. The proposed
scheme outperforms the conventional energy harvesting for physical layer security
considerations with fixed transmit power. In the comparison, we considered the
effect of the number of users on sum energy harvested. We concluded that our joint
power and subchannel allocation schemes performance is best when the number of
users is not very high.

In chapter 5, we considered a game-theoretic approach for resource allocation
for SWIPT. An interesting Stackelberg game formulation with users as multiple
leaders allowed us to give prime importance to user energy harvesting by setting
their respective power-splitting ratios. The BS as the follower of the game responds
with the power allocation for information transmission. We proved the existence
and uniqueness of the Stackelberg equilibrium. In comparison, we considered the
equilibrium fairness solution. We concluded that the users and BS interact in a
game-theoretic fashion, which resulted in higher sum energy-harvesting and sum
rate.

In chapter 6, we considered separate DAP- and EAP-based architecture for
energy harvesting IoT. Our proposed REAPs’ architecture facilitates cooperative
communication in the energy harvesting IoT network. By comparison, we con-
sidered two protocols: our proposed harvest-and-transmit and the conventional
harvest-then-transmit. We concluded that the proposed REAP approach for IoT
networks achieves social welfare and optimal average throughput obtained in the
harvest-and-transmit protocol is higher than the same in the harvest-then-transmit
protocol. Furthermore, the average throughput performance for our REAP-based
architecture outperforms the traditional EAP based IoT systems, and this im-
provement was possible due to relaying the users’ information through REAPs.

Overall, this thesis aimed to investigate approaches for addressing energy-
harvesting and information transfer in wireless communication systems, and to
devise algorithms to extend them for incorporating fairness, scalability, relaying
and other practical considerations. Towards this end, we started by looking at ef-
ficient resource allocation for SWIPT technology and highlighted system require-
ments to implement practical SWIPT systems. These guidelines will serve the
purpose of producing a better understanding for the design of SWIPT systems.
Although no doubt on the throughput optimality of the SWIPT for delay con-
straint services, there is a growing concern on the reach of energy signals at a
detectable level at the receiver for the same SWIPT systems. To address this is-
sue, we also contributed towards developing solutions for separate PB scenarios to
provide dedicated energy signals, where more practical time-splitting approach is
employed. However, there is a prodigious amount of opportunities to explore new
horizons along with extending this thesis in our future works.
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7.2 Future Research

In chapter 3-6, we assumed a fixed power conversion efficiency (linear energy har-
vesting). However, practically speaking it is a function of incoming power received.
An impact of input power on the power conversion efficiency is studied in [114,115].
While nonlinear energy harvesting has been considered in the resource allocation
(e.g, [116–118]), new schemes are needed for user-oriented, distributive and scalable
allocations for future cellular and IoT systems. Furthermore, it will be interest-
ing to consider the effect of interference on information and energy harvesting if
multiple base stations are co-located in the system.

Another interesting future research direction is incentive mechanism designs
[119] for truthfully revealing the user communication channel parameters such as
channel state and noise level in the underlying energy trading game proposed in
chapter 6. Contract-based incentive mechanism designs have been formulated in
the existing literature [26,120]. However, the presence of multiple active IoT nodes
and relaying through REAPs makes the mechanism design complex for contract-
theory based methods like adopted in [26]. As such, mechanism design for multiple
IoT devices with the consideration of developing distributed energy trading is a
promising area of future research.
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Appendix

A. Convexity of the optimization problem (4.3) in terms of
P and ρ

We perform convexity analysis of the optimization problem (4.3) for any given
subchannel allocation (i.e., xkn’s take values 0 or 1 according to the subchannel
allocation). The objective function given in (4.3) is linear in both ρ and P ,
therefore the objective function is concave (convex as well). Constraint (C2) is
linear in P , therefore (C2) is a convex constraint. The set ρk in (C3) is compact
and convex. We now evaluate the convexity of the secrecy constraint given in (C1)
by taking the Hessian.

Consider the constraint (C1) for user 1 (i.e., k=1),

(C1) : C1 −
N∑
n=1

xk,n

[
log2

(
1 +

(1− ρ1)Pnh1n
σ2

)
− log2

(
1 +

Pnβn
σ2

)]+
≤ 0

(7.1)

Let the composite vector for taking the Hessian of (C1) be v = (ρ P ). We
assume [a]+ yields a non zero positive number1 and write first order derivatives as

∂C1

∂ρ1
=

N∑
n=1

x1,n

[
Pnh1n

σ2 + (1− ρ1)Pnh1n

]
(7.2)

∂C1

∂ρm
= 0, ∀m 6= 1 (7.3)

∂C1

∂Pn
= x1,n

[
− (1− ρ1)h1n
σ2 + (1− ρ1)Pnh1n

+
βn

σ2 + Pnβn

]
(7.4)

1if [a]+ is zero, then all those derivatives will be zero as well.
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No we proceed to find the second order derivatives

∂2C1

∂ρ21
=

N∑
n=1

x1,n

[
(Pnh1n)2

(σ2 + (1− ρ1)Pnh1n)2

]
≥ 0 (7.5)

∂2C1

∂ρ1∂ρm
= 0, ∀m 6= 1 (7.6)

∂2C1

∂ρ1∂Pn
= x1,n

[
Pnh

2
1n(1− ρ1)

(σ2 + (1− ρ1)Pnh1n)2

]
≥ 0, ∀n (7.7)

∂2C1

∂ρm∂Pn
= 0, ∀m 6= 1 (7.8)

∂2C1

∂P 2
n

= x1,n

[
((1− ρ1)h1n)2

(σ2 + (1− ρ1)Pnh1n)2
− β2

n

(σ2 + Pnβn)2

]
(7.9)

∂2C1

∂Pn∂Pr
= 0, ∀r 6= n, (7.10)

Let H be the Hessian matrix, and H is symmetric. In order to characterize the
positive definiteness of the Hessian, we further investigate the sign of the second
derivative term ∂2C1

∂P 2
n

, as all other second order derivative terms are non-negative.

The equation (7.9) can be re-written after cross-multiplying the denominator terms
and then rearranging as

∂2C1

∂P 2
n

=x1,n
[σ4(βn + (1− ρ1)h1n + 2σ2Pnβn(1− ρ1)]

(σ2 + (1− ρ1)Pnh1n)2(σ2 + Pnβn)2
×

[(1− ρ1)h1n − βn] ≥ 0, ∀n (7.11)

For a non-zero secrecy capacity (refer (4.2)), the above second derivative in Pn is
non-negative as (1− ρ1)h1n > βn.

We note that a similar analysis can be done for secrecy capacity constraints
for other users (i.e., k 6=1) as well.

Conclusions on the convexity of the secrecy capacity constraints

For a given channel allocation X,

• Since the Hessian contains all non-negative entries, vTHv ≥ 0 for the do-
main v ≥ 0. Therefore the optimization problem (4.3) is a convex problem
for the composite vector v.

• In the first stage of our two-stage problem solving method, we optimize P
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for a fixed ρ. Similarly, the subproblem in the first stage is also convex
because the secrecy constraints are convex in P as P THPP ≥ 0 for the
feasible domain P ≥ 0, where the matrix HP is the corresponding Hessian
with respect to P only and it can be obtained from (7.9) and (7.10).
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